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Dear Reader: 
This is much more than a thank-you note. It is a heart-felt 

letter of gratitude for your aid in steering NEW MASSES through 
the financial shoals oo far this year. True, the magazine is not in 
clear waters yet, but we are certain you will see that it gets there. 

As you know, we began this drive for $41),000 because that 
was the absolute minimum required to meet the year's deficit. To 
date you have sent us $26,320. We must have $13,680 before the 
magazine is safe. But we are closing the drive in these pages for 
reasons we ex:plained two week• ago. We said then that we would 
try to raise the balance outside the magazine i_lf, through seeing 
individual friends, through parties, through affairs arranged for 

NM. That we shall d~with your help. 
Always it is "with your help." Yon have DUlde this JlllllliiZine 

possible, you are responsible for whateVer achievements it bas to 
its credit. We were able to get the magazine through the year this 
far ''with your help.'' And we -sure that yon will not let down 

in the coming weeks and months. 
We close with this word: those of you who haven't yet con· 

tribnted to the magazine, will yon do so by return mail? Let there 
be no misnnderstandill!!: without that additional $13,680 NEW 
MASSES cannot survive. It will be hard plugging this snnuner, 
and there will be dangers, plenty of them. But if yon help--&• 

you have in the past-we will make it. THE EDITORS. 

(Please turn to page 31) 



VOLUME XLIV 

Long, too long, America, 
Traveling roads all roen and peaceful you learn' d from joys 

and prosperity only, 
But now, ah now, to learn from crises of anguish, advancing, 

grappling with direst fate and recoiling not, 
And now to conceive and show to the world what your children 

en-masse really are • ••• 
Walt Whitman. 

0 NE hundred and sixty-six years after the first Fourth 
of 1 uly America is at war again. Once more we are 
fighting for our national life, but under far different 

conditions. The invader is not physically on our soil-thanks 
to the resistance of our allies-yet the tramp of his blood
drenched boots is loud in our lives, heralding a slavery, if we 
lose this war, more terrible than any our forefathers con
ceived of. But no more than the patriots of '76 can we submit; 
no more than they can we fail to make danger our opportunity 
and strike out for victory and freedom. 

What does it mean to be an American in this ye;tr of crisis? 
It is to know with a large, unwavering clarity that everything 
we have, everything we love is in mortal danger. It is to act 
on that knowledge, to act with a strength, a courage, a decisive
ness worthy of those who hold in their cities and fields and in 
their hearts the mighty heritage of the heroic men and women 
who challenged the greatest power in Europe in order to build 
a free nation here in the new world. 

To be an American in 1942 means to be tough. Tough as 
George Washington was tough when, after being driven out 
of New York, through New Jersey and into Pennsylvania, he 
crossed the Delaware that cold Christmas night, took the enemy 
unaware, and scored his brilliant victories at Trenton and 
Princeton. Tough as Thomas 1 efferson was tough when he 
wrote the iron words of the Declaration of Independence, 
sounding the call to arms against tyranny. Tough as Benjamin 
Franklin was tough when he pitted his wits against those of 
the wiliest diplomats of Europe and stood fast in the darkest 

. days of the war to win the French alliance. Tough as Francis 
Marion was tough when he waged guerrilla warfare in the 
forests and swamps of South Carolina. Tough as John Paul 
1 ones was tough when he replied to a demand for surrender 
with: "I have only just begun to fight." 

To be an American in 1942 means to work for national 
unity within our land and for international unity among the 
countries fighting Hitlerism. In our War of Independence 
conservatives like 1 ohn Dickinson and Alexander Hamilton 
joined hands with radicals like Thomas Jefferson and Sam 
Adams. They knew-as we must know today-how they would 
hang if they failed to hang together. And they also knew how 
to deal with the enemy within-they confiscated the estates of 
Tories, put many of them into jail and drove 100,000 into exile. 

A ND the founding fathers were internationalists. "The inde
pendence of America," wrote Tom Paine in Rights of 

Man, "considered merely as a separation from Englan<t, would 
have been a matter of but little importance had it not been 
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accompanied by a revolution in the principles and practice of 
government. She made a stand, not for herself ·only, but for 
the world, and looked beyond the advantages which she could 
receive." 

Today, as in 1776, to be an American means to be a citizen 
not only of a free nation, but of a free world, with all that 
this implies. We fight for our own future and the world's. 
Freedom has become indivisible, and our fate is inseparable 
from the fate of all other peoples threatened by fascism. And 
so this Fourth of July we are proud to march side by side with 
our brothers of Britain, Russia, China, and the other United 
Nations-in war and in peace. May we not fail them as they 
will not fail us. 

Hard after the anniversary of our independence comes the 
fifth anniversary of China's fight for freedom. To be an Ameri
can in the truest sense we must right the wrong we have done 
our great Chinese ally. Words of sympathy and good wishes 
are no substitute for planes and tanks and guns. Our own self
interest demands that while we concentrate our major energies 
on opening a western front in Europe within the next weeks, 
we send to China, and find the means of transporting to that 
beleaguered land, the weapons of war that its gallant fighting 
men will use so well against the common enemy. 

Today America is an international battleflag, flying high 
over the earth's ramparts, symbol of hope to millions. Let us 
rise to the stature of our past. On land and sea and in the air 
let us strike hard together with our allies, so .that long before 
the next Fourth of July fascism in Europe and Asia will have 
met its doom. 
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I N THE future days which we seek to make secure, we look 
forward to a world founded upon four essential human 

freedoms. 
The first is freedom of speech and expression-everywhere 

in the world. 
The second is freedom of every person to worship God in 

his own way--everywhere in the world. _ 
T he third is freedom from want, which, translated into 

world terms, means economic understandings which will se
cure to every nation a healthy peacetime life for its inhabitants 
-everywhere in the world. · 

The fourth is freedom from fear, which, translated into 
world tem1s, means a world-wide reduction of armaments .to 
such a point and in such a thorough fashion that no nation 
will be in a position to commit an act_ of physical aggression 

against any neighbor- anywhere ih the world.-Franklin D. 
R oosevelt, message at opening of Congress, Jan. 6, 194'1. 

W E MUST guard against divisions among ourselves <-tnd 
among all the other United Nations. We must be par

ticularly vigilant against racial discrimination in any of its 
ugly forms. Hitler will try again to breed mistrust and sus
picion between one individual and another, one group and 
another, one race and another, one government and another. 
H e will try to use the same technique of falsehood and rumor
mongering with which he divided France from Britain. He is 
t rying to do this even now; but he will find a unity, a unity 
of will and purpose against hi{U which will persevere until the 
destruction of all his black designs upon the freedom and people 
of the world.-Message to Congress, Jan. 5, 1942. 



OUR ALLIES THEN 
Kosciusko, von Steuben, Lafayette were the representatives of other peoples who aided the 

founders of our Re.public. How our own Revolutlion helped inspire France. Our international soli

darity today carries on the tradition of the War of Independence. 

"SUCH," says H. G. Wells in his Outline of History after 
. a page listing the diverse nationalities which went to 

make up colonial America, "were the miscellaneous 
origins of the citi.zens of the Thirteen Colonies. The possibility 
of their ever becoming closely united would have struck an im
partial observer in 1860 as being very slight." Yet we know 
that by 1776 the Americans were united in declaring that "all 
men are created equal," addressing their message "to a candid 
world" out of "a decent respect to the opinions of mankind." 
Jefferson's terse language goes far to remind us that our War 
of Independence was a great landmark in the world-wide peo
ple's revolution whose history was so sharply etched in Henry 
Wallace's recent classic address. Our struggle cut across n·a
tional lines, not only at home but throughout the world. Its 
allies, and of course, its enemies, were everywhere. It was not 
merely a war between something called America and something 
called England; its implications and its influence were truly 
global. 

The colonists themselves, of course, were a veritable league 
of nations, already a typically American melting pot of countless 
nationalities, languages, and religions. Indeed, the Americans of 
that day, the Americans who made our Revolution, constituted 
proportionately far less of an English-speaking society than do 
the Americans of today. 1 his alone would have saved them from 
any narrow conception of their role in world politics. But in 
addition, they had a sophisticated understanding of kings and 
peoples in an age of contradictory international cr•ss-currents. 
They knew that success required involvement in these cross
currents, and they "looked upon such involvement as a matter 
of course, an inel-uctable turn of fate." They were certainly not 

Thomes Jefferson was the outstanding representative of the international 
spirit of our War of Independence. In the years after the war he sought· 
to align this country with revolutionary France and with the liberating 
forces in every country. Supported by a majority of the people, this be
came a major point of dispute between him end Hamilton. Jefferson's 
election to the Presidency in 1800 marked the triumph of his principles •. 
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deterred by speculations about possible future differences be
tween th e,mselves and th eir allies over blueprints for a postwar 
planned world. For as it turned out, the Revolution itself-i.e., 
the war itself-did some unexpected planning, bringing revo
lutionary forces to a head in more than om: of the non-revo
lutionary allies of America. The forces of freedom, unleashed 
in the United States, swept through the Old World and 
through Latin America. 

A s EARLY as November 1775, when independence was still 
a shocking idea whispered about in radical circles, Con

gress had instituted the American Committee for Secret Corre
spondence "for the purpose of corresponding with friends in 
Great Britain, Ireland, and other parts of the world." And 
when conflict broke out into the open, Thomas Paine, who had 
just arrived from England, symbolized the support given us 
by many other British friends in the deathless pamphlets which 
he signed as "an Englishman" and which guided the revo
lutionary leaders through difficult channels. From Ireland there 
flocked to our shore thousands of fighters for freedom. But 
when Walpole commented "Ireland is America mad/' someo~e 
added, "so is all the continent," for from the "other parts of 
the world" came such friends as Rochambeau, deKalb, and 
Lafayette from France; Kosciusko and Pulaski from Poland ; 
von Steuben from Prussia, and countless lesser lights. Some of 
these heroes gave their lives to American freedom. All of them 
suffered the extreme hardships of which Valley Forge forever 
stands as a symbol. For this they had in most cases left com
'fortable, ruling class lives at home-to which they often re
turned as rebels, applying (as did Pulaski in the struggle against 
czarism and Lafayette against the Old Regime in France) 
what they had learned in the New World to help wipe out the 
ills of the old. 

Indeed, in Britain itself there was a very clear understanding 
among large sections of the public that the Americans and their 
allies who were fighting the British army were in fact fighting 
a war for the freedom of all peoples, including the British. 
This has been well expressed by so conservative a commentator 
as John M 1orley, who has pointed out that "a patriotic English
man may revere the memory of Patrick Henry and George 
Washington no less than the patriotic American." When in 
the midst of the struggle against reaction in England came a 
report that the Redcoats had gained a victory over the Ameri
cans, Charles Fox spoke for many Britons when he referred 
to "the bad news from Long Island." And King George paid 
grudging tribute to the true feelings of the English masses 
when, in announcing peace terms with an independent America, 
he lamented, "I have sacrificed every consideration of my own 
to the wishes and opinion of the People." The American vic
tory gave heart, encouragement, and a series of successes to the 
English liberals at home. It was an English as well as an Ameri
can revolution. 

It was not "wishes and opinion" alone which brought about 
an independent America, however. It was also the military par
ticipation of united nations that did not permit social and politi
cal differences to stand in the way of common action. In 1778 
France became our ally. In 1779 Spain joined the coalition, and 
Holland the next year, while Russia, Denmark, and Sweden 
joined in an armed neutrality friendly to the United States 
and hostile to British sea power. The War ~f the American 
Revolution was fought not only in Brooklyn and Philadelphia 
and Saratoga but also on the coasts of India, in th~ islands of 
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Death of Baron de Kalb in the Battle of Camden, S. C., on Aug. 16, 1780. De Kalb, a German who had served in the French army, came to this country 
in 1777 with Lafayette and fought brilliantly until his death. In the Battle of Camden he was second in command to General Horatio Gates whose 

bungling resulted in a disastrous defeat for the American forces. 

the Caribbean, and on a number of other little second fronts. 
Defense did not win that war. It was won by coordinated and 
surprise action on land and sea. It was won by repeatedly 
taking risks. 

The French alliance was, of course, the most important, and 
Franklin the most important American in bringing it about. 
In the international intellectual ferment of the eighteenth cen
tury that preceded and laid the ideological basis for both the 
American and the French Revolutions-for revolutionary ideas 
were as international as alliances-Franklin was of course one 
of the greatest figures, and so portentous did his arrival in 
France appear to be that the police were instructed to permit 
no mention of it to be made in the cafes, lest dangerous talk 
ensue. Such prohibitions were of course of little effect, for soon 
it was widespread knowledge that Dr. Franklin was an honored 
guest in the best homes. The Franklin whose entire life and 
works were a defiance of kings could with good revolutionary 
conscience accept the mission to the King of France, and find 
the gilded salons of the noblesse a convenient instrument for 
the advancement of the Revolution. 

Once the battle of Saratoga ensured that the Americans could 
hold their own, traditional motives and interests of Bourbon 
dynastic and mercantile imperialism made French support of 
revolutionary America against the common enemy, Britain, a 
natural policy, nor were there many purists on either side to 
protest. And with the French entrance into the war, the end 
was inevitable. Lord North, that bete noir of old-fashioned 
textbooks in American history, was now ready to grant the 
colonists all that they had asked for prior to the first Fourth of 
July, plus amnesty to all--so fearful was London of the new 
international unity of France and America. Nor did King 
George refrain from indulging in some rumormongering to 
break up that unity. In true Daily N ews-Ghicago Tribune 
style he had already dropped a hint to Paris: " ••• discontents 
among the leaders in America, if authentic, will not only facili
tate the bringing back that deluded country to some reasonable 
ideas, but will make France reconsider whether she ought to 
enter into a war when America may leave her in the lurch." 

Of course, the American alliance was extremely popular 
with the French people, a factor which had played a part in 
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bringing it about. And in this country, as an editor of NEW 
MASSES, A. B. Magil, has pointed out elsewhere: "If there 
were any hesitations among the American leaders when the 
French alliance was ratified, history has preserved no record of 
them. If there were any members of the Continental Congress 
who said: 'We are being dragged into an imperialist war be
tween Britain and France in which our own fight for liberty 
will be submerged,' their objections were not committed to 
paper. The fact is the vote in the Congress for the French 
alliance was unanimous. Benedict Arnold, in the address "To 
the Inhabitants of America" which he issued when he sold him
self to the enemy, tried to cover up his treason by saying he had 
opposed this compact with a despotic monarch. This pseudo
Left demagogy has been emulated in a similar situation by a 
more recent breed of traitors known as Trotskyites. ("Lessons 
from Our War of Independence," The CommunistJ April 
1942.) 

Indeed, our French alliance, which provided military anG 
naval assistance instrumental in winning our war, was not 
without serious consequences for France itself. The young 
officers of the fleur-de-lis returned with an unbounded admira
tion for republican institutions. "Even Lauzun," the historian 
Lowell reports, "forgot to be lewd in speaking of the ladies of 
Newport." Several editions of the constitutions of the new 
American states were sold in Paris. When the storm broke 
there, the main key of the Bastille was sent to President Wash
ington, and the contemporary John Marshall observed that "in 
no part of the globe was this revolution hailed with more joy 
than in America." A greater tribute than the Bastille key was 
the sincere flattery of imitation. Lafayette, upon returning 
home, had framed on his wall a copy of the Declaration of 
Independence, and had put an empty frame next to it which, 
he explained, was awaiting the French edition. As a matter of 
fact, when it came, the Declaration of the Rights of Man and 
Citizen borrowed many a phrase and concept from Jefferson's 
document. It is with good reason that years later one of 
Lafayette's aides looked back sadly upon his stay in free 
America: 

"When we think: of the false ideas of government and philan
thropy these youths acquired in America and propagated in 



France with so much enthusiasm and such deplorable success-
for this mania of imitation powerfully aided the revolution-
we are bound to confess that it would have been better, both 
for themselves and for us, if these young philosophers in red
heeled shoes had stayed at home in attendance on the court." 

Many of the most prominent members of the National Con
stituent Assembly had been to America, and when Franklin 
died in 1790, the Assembly ordered mourning for three days, 
while vendors made small fortunes selling Franklin mementos 
o.f the American Revolution in the midst of the crucial days of 
the French Revolution. Many decades later, and inspired in 
part by the just-published. Communist Manifesto, French revo
lutionists were again to rise up against monarchical despotism, 
and to choose Washington's Birthday, 1848, as the day of 
their revolt. 

T HIS international solidarity worked both ways, of course. 
The 1790's were hectic days of conflict between the pro

British Federalists, tied to England not only by commerce but 
also by support of British leadership in the coalition against revo
lutionary France, and the pro-French Anti-Federalists, who soon · 
gloried in the name which their enemies applied to them as a 
supreme insult, D emocratic-Republicans. Every development in 
Paris was the occasion for appropriate demonstrations by the 
"French party," as the latter were called. And the followers 
of Jefferson were denounced as "foreign agents," threatening 
the overthrow of society, in much the same manner that Attorne:y 
General Biddle and M 1artin Dies attack Communists and other 
progressives today. 

Americans knew in the first few decades of our history that 
they occupied a unique position in the minds and hearts of the 

world. LiJce the Soviet Union today, they represented the van
guard of the progressive forces of the world. Free peoples, and 
peoples yearning to be free, everywhere looked at Washington 
-both the city and the memory of the man-for inspiration. 
Especially the new republics of Latin America, which emerged 
in the early nineteenth century, sought to consolidate their 
democratic gains by copying the wording of our Constitution 
and the architecture of our capitol building. Today we live in 
a United States which, in relation to the nations of the world, 
has grown rich and powerful, so it is easy to forget that simple, 
stark, republican position which our country occupied, that 
advanced expression of democracy which we symbolized for 
all the world. 

On this July Fourth, when our very survival as a nation, the 
survival of the principles of the American Revolution, of the 
democratic achievements of 166 years is at stake in the most 
gigantic war in history, it is good to know that in fighting side 
by side with Britain , Russia , China, and the other United 
Nations we are continuing the international solidarity which 
helped give birth to our nation and preserve it against its ene
mies. In the terrorized countries now grinding under the heel 
of fascism, men today must be meeting to renew their devotion 
to the cause of liberty-to celebrate the first Fourth of July 
which finds America and the world in united struggle ·against 
the Axis. And in this titanic conflict between the free world 
and the slave world is being written a new declaration of inde
pendence and a new bill of rights-written in blood and sweat 
by millions in all lands who are determined that by the next 
Fourth of July fascist despotism shall be wiped off the face 
of the earth . 

LAWRENCE KEEN AN. 

DEFENSE DID NC)T WIN THAT WAR 

"Never, since the commencement 
of the present revolution, has there 
been in my judgment a period when 
vigorous measures were more con
sonant to sound policy than the 
present .... What madness then can 
be greater, or policy and economy 
worse, than to let the enemy again rise 
upon our folly and want of exertion? 
Shall we not be justly chargeable for 
all the blood and treasure, which shall 

"They tell us, sir, that we are weak: 
-unable to cope with so formidable 
an adversary. But when shall we be 
stronger? Will it be the next week or 
the next year? Will it be when we are 
totally disarmed, and when a British 
guard shall be stationed in every house? 
Shall we gather strength by irresolu
tion and inaction? Shall we acquire 
the means of effectual resistance by 
lying supinely on our backs and hug

be wasted in a lingering war, procrastinated by fake expecta
tions of peace, or timid measures for prosecuting the war?"-
George Washington , letter to James McHenry, March 12, 
1782. 

ging the delusive phantom of hope, until our enemy shall have 
bound us hand and foot? ... The battle, sir, is not to the strong 
alone; it is to the vigilant, the active, the brave."-Patrick 
Henry, speech to the Virginia Convention, March 1775. 
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"The enemy was everywhere resisted, repulsed or be
sieged. On the ocean, in the Channel, in their very ports 
their ships were taken and their commerce obstructed. 
The greatest revolution the world ever saw is likely to be 
effected in a few years; and the power that has for cen
turies made all Europe tremble, assisted by 20,000 Ger
man mercenaries ... will be effectually humbled by those 
whom she insulted and injured, because she conceived they 
had neither spirit nor power to resist or revenge it."
B enjamin Franklin as quoted Oct. 25, 1777, in the 
Journal of Arthur L ee, who served with Franklin as one 
of the American commissioners sent to France to negotiate 
an alliance. 

"Where an enemy 
thinks a design against 
him improbable, he can 
always be surprised and 
attacked to advantage. 
It is true I must run 
great risk; no gallant 
action was ever accom
plished without danger. 
.. . "-John Paul Jon es, 
!1 778. 
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THE RIVER THEY CROSSED 
He stood there in the ·freezing blackness watching his ragged band load the boats. And in them 

a fierce joy rose. This was not the end but only new beginnings. 

The follo·wing is an excerpt from the concluding portion of 
Howard Fast's historical novel The U nvanquished, just pub
lished by Duell, Sloan & Pearce. After a series of disastrous 
setbacks and retreats in the New · York and New Jersey 
campaign of August-December 1776, Washington has decided 
to lead his troops back across the Delaware for a surprise 
attack on the Hessians at Trenton. A review of the · novel 
appears on page 23 of this issue. 

I CR, brealcing from the shelves and shallow creeks in the 
north, was fast filling the river, big, nasty slabs, not very 
thick, but sharp and like knife-edges in the swirling cur

rent. Watching it gather through the white veil of his breath, 
Glover shook his head ruefully. 

"I don't like it," he told Captain Purdy of Gloucester. 
"We'll have to count on poling." 
"If the bottom don't fall away." 
"At any rate, we'll slip downstream mor~ than we thought. 

I figure we ought to look for a likely spot up about a mile." 
"It's too late, and we can't get the guns into the boats with

out the ferry landing. We'll do what we can." 

T HE foxhunter, now mounted on a bony chestnut, galloped 
along the freezing, shivering line, calling, "General 

Greene! General Greene!" His big cloak was threadbare and 
flapped loosely about his long figure, his nose was bright red, his 
eyes watery; and he coughed and sneezed as he demanded, 
"General Greene!" 

"What is it, sir?" 
"What time is it?" 
"Just about half after one." 
"Well, what are you waiting for, Nathanael? Start the men 

for the ferry. Can't you see they're freezing cold?" 
"I thought I would wait just a while longer." 
"No, start them off now!" And then he wheeled away and 

was spurring his horse down to see how Knox and Hamilton 
were doing with the artillery. 

I T MADE Greene's heart ache to watch the half-frozen men 
shuffling along on their way to the river. They had known 

an hour of dreadful anticipation, but by now -their fear had 
been whipped into a stolid, dogged determination. Their cock
iness was gone and their boasting was gone, but in its place 

Surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown, Oct. 19, 1781. This victory, which practically ended the war, was made possible by the joint action of American 
forces under Washington and French forces under Rochambeau with the cooperation of the French fleet under de Grasse. Note the Negro soldier on 

the right beside the ·American flag. 
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had come a silent, somber intent. Many of them b~lieved dlat 
this was the end of their tragic, short-lived revolution ; ar~~
ments and reasons had vanished ; they were men going forward 
to die because they had committed themselves to freedom, and 
now, when everything else was gone, there remained only that 
commitment. 

They aid not sing nor did they talk as they moved along; 
they gripped their big, clumsy flintlocks with deadly earnest
ness; and their eyes, for the most part, were set straight ahead : 
and they did not know that the cold shuffling sound of their 
steps would echo undyingly. 

And Greene, also treading a blank path, thought to himself: 
"They are brave, and that is something I will remember. Even 
if they run away, I will always remember that they were brave 
at this time." 

Greene had ·once fought a battle with himself; he was a 
Quaker, and the edict was stern and straightforward: Thou 
shalt not kill. But if ever there was vindication, this was it, on 
Christmas Day, the day a man came into the world to preach 
Peace on Earth, Good Will toward Men-and incongruous 
as that was, strange as that was, Greene knew that he was not 
defiling the day, that he was keeping a rendezvous with men of 
good will. As faint of heart as the rabble that marched beside 
him, he was nevertheless proud and humble. 

L EANING over his saddle, the foxhunter asked Glover, "How 
are things now?" 

"As well as can be expected, sir." 
"You have the boats ready?" 

Glover nodded, but pointed to the spinning ice cakes. 
"You can get us across ?" 
"We'll get across," Glover said. "Maybe a little more time 

than we reckoned, but we'll get across. When do you want 
to start?" 

The tall man looked at his watch and then at the sky. He 
thought that in about twenty minutes it would be dark enough 
to veil their movements from the other shore. 

"Men first, then the guns?" 
"A little of each," the tall man smiled. 
He rode along the line of his men. They were crouched on 

the cold ground, and as he went past a succession of white faces 
turned in the dusk to look at him. He thought that it would 
have been the right thing to say something to them, but looking 
at their faces, there was nothing for the life of him that he 
thought mattered enough to put into words. He wondered 
whether they felt, as he did, the crashing insanity of this last 
desperate move. And what did they think of him? Did they 
hate him or did they love him, or did they follow him as sheep 
follow a leader? Was the stake, the intangible something called 
freedom, big enough? Was it worth the suffering, the starving, 
the cold and the hunger? 

He didn't know. Once he had been sure of many things, but 
now he was sure only of the dark, singular path he must travel. 
He was lonely, and he knew that regardless of what happened, 
regardless of what .came out of this, victory or defeat, glory or 
ruin, there would never be compensation nor relief from that 
loneliness. Still, he was not unhappy; often, he had said and 
written that he would not undergo this again for any reward 

The scorched earth tactic was used by the American patriots. In this old print the wife of General Philip Schuyler is shown setting fire to her corn 
fields at the approach of the British in 1778. Subsequently the British under Burgoyne walked into a trap and were forced to surrender at Saratoga, " 

victory for which Gene·ral Schuyler was largely responsible. 
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The Battle of Trenton, Dee. 26, 1776, in whieh Washington, after crossing the Delaware, defeated a British and Hessian foree under Colonel Rail. 

on earth, but now he was not quite certain of that fact. He had 
learned something terribly difficult for an aristocrat, for a 
foxhunter, for the wealthiest man in America; but now that 
he had learned he would not have been willing to unlearn. 
Wanting more than anything else to be loved and respected by 
others, he had found a strange peace in giving out of his own 
troubled heart. 

For hours and hours the infantry had been standing and 
crouching motionless in the cold; now, at last, the order came 
to move. Their limbs were stiff and their joints creaked as 
they walked ; they clapped their hands and beat their knuckles 
against their muskets. They stumbled and fell and got up again, 
feeling their way in the darkness; and they laughed, somewhat 
hysterically, at the way the Marblehead fishermen sang out, 
"Step smart there! Step lively!" They jostled against each 
other, and some of them slipped and fell into the icy water, 
and then were fished out shivering and cursing. The grinding 
crunch of the ice cakes and the constant thud against the frail 
sides of the boats made their throats contract, but they didn't 
hold back. They went into the inky blackness slowly but 
certainly. 

FOR all the cold, the artillerymen poured sweat as they put 
their shoulders to tbe cannon, and strained and heaved them 

onto the barges, some of them standing waist-deep in the ice
cold water, others fighting the cannon on the rocking . boats 
as if the big, insensate pieces of metal had suddenly come alive, 
others staggering under the weight of canister and iron balls. 
And the fishermen, groaning at the clumsy, butter-fingered 
landsmen, cursed and directed and pleaded. Knox, his huge 
voice drowning out all other sound, roared commands. 

"Come at it there! Stand to it! Put your shoulders to it, 
God damn you! Put your shoulders to it!" 

A barge overturned, spilling horses into the water, creating 
a sudden maelstrom of confusion as the frightened beasts fought 
the current, neighing shrilly. Sullivan, whose horse was among 
the three, shouted, "Get them! Get them! For God's sake, 
don't let them drown!" · 

T HE foxhunter, stumbling through the dark, looking for 
the harried, tireless Glover, came up with Knox and 

grasped both his shoulders, demanding, "For God's sake, Harry, 
it's past midnight! Why can't you get the guns loaded?" 
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Knox was soaked with sweat and river water, alternately 
feverish and chilled, his boots full of icy slush, his hat gone, 
his coat split down the back. He looked at the tall man plead
ingly, shaking his head, "I'm doing my best, sir, I can't do 
more than that. It's the ice. The boats can't go across to where 
they want to go; they have to float downstream and then be 
dragged up. And I've been trying to get powder and shot 
across, sir-in 'case we want to use the guns in a hurry." 

"Well, get them across, Harry! Get them across. And call 
for Glover. My voice is gone--call out!" 

Knox roared and bellowed like a bull, but when he turned 
around again, the Virginian had gone off into the dark. 

A T TWO o'clock iri the morning most of the army had already 
been ferried across the river. Working like demons, the 

fishermen had once more accomplished the impossible ; they had 
pushed the army and guns through the black night, the ice and 
the current, to a point on the other bank some nine miles distant 
from the Hessian encampment at Trenton. Glover, coming to 
report, found the foxhunter standing with Knox and Greene. 

"I think that you had better go across now, sir," Glover 
said. "The worst part of it is over." 

Washington nodded, and Greene took his arm to help him 
down into the boat. But he stood aside and said, ''Get in, 
Harry. I'll feel safer once you're set." 

For Knox the reaction was close to hysteria. He climbed 
into the boat, bellowing laughter until the tears ran over his 
cheeks. He sat down, and Greene followed him, and then the 
Virginian, helped by the steadying hand of Glover, stepped in. 
He looked around for a place to sit, and then poked the fat 
colonel of artillery with his toe, telling him: 

"Shift your weight, Harry, and trim the boat." 
The fishermen pushed off from shore, their hard laughter 

breaking for once the wall that had been between them and 
the tall Virginia farmer; and Knox, still shaking with mirth; 
felt a great happiness and a great pride, for next to him, on the 
same seat, and close against him, was the man he loved mQre 
than any other. He looked at Washington, and saw how the 
light gray eyes were searching the darkness; and Knox knew, 
and Greene knew, with fierce joy, that this was not the end, 
that for their kind there could never be an end, but only new 
beginnings. 

HowARD FAST. 
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Elleo Coar1eCS 

"Thumbs up" speaks a message all its own-and in every language. Kids of fighting China give the salute that means unity and victory. 

CHINA AFTER FIVE YEARS 
Frederick V. Field surveys China's position. Japan's offensive threatens a complete blockade. How 

to meet it. "Full and unquestioned equaUty" in the world anti-Axis front. 

JULY 7 marks the fifth anniversary of the clash between 
Chinese and Japanese forces at Liukouchiao, near Peiping, 
that initiated full scale warfare between Japan's fascist 

invaders and the Chinese people. The Japanese invasion did not, 
of course, begin on that date. It had begun nearly six years 
before, on Sept. 18, 1931, with the occupation of Mukden, 
capital of China's Manchurian provinces. 

Between 1931 and July 1937 Manchuria's lines of communi
cation, major towns and cities, mines and factories had been 
seized by the Japanese. In 1933 the adjoining province to the 
west, J ehol, had been added to the conquest and during the 
same period a demilitarized zone in North China had been estab
lished. Japanese forces marched into two additional provinces, 
Chahar and Suiyuan. Meanwhile "special agents" had pene
trated throughout the country, perfecting spy and fifth column 
activities preparatory to rendering the entire Chinese nation 
a colonial vassal of Japanese fascism. 

During the first six years of invasion China offered only 
sporadic military or political resistance. Though the then Secre
tary of State Henry L. Stimson protested the invasion and though 
the voice of Litvinov was repeatedly raised in China's behalf 
in the League of Nations, the other powers grumbled, bowed, 
and scraped like serfs before a brutal master, and our own 
government later embarked on the disastrous course of appease
ment. But within China, during these years, the groundwork 
was being laid for the people's united resistance which developed 
from the summer of 1937. Political truce and unity was ham
mered out among the various political groups, of which the 
most important were the Kuomintang and the Communist 
Party. Centrifugal forces in Chinese society were, under the 
impact of invasion and under increasing mass pressure, forced 
into a centripetal direction. 

Thus, what is marked by the five-year anniversary on July 7 
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is not the beginning of the Sino-Japanese war but the period 
of the Chinese people's war of resistance. It celebrates the time 
at which the Chinese people and their leaders historically broke 
away from major dependence on external forces of appeasement 
and imperialism and decided to take into their own hands the 
defense of their independence and forge for themselves a democ
racy of 400,000,000 people. 

The events which began with the Liukouchiao Incident 
five years ago 111 no small measure predetermined Pearl 
Harbor. For the transformation of China's resistance into a 
people's war robbed Japan of the possibility of a speedy victory 
and freed China from the certainty of capitulation through 
foreign appeasement. The prediction of the Tanaka Memorial 
that "if we want to control China, we must first crush the 
United States" became true, but for reasons altogether different 
from those envisaged by Japan's fascist cabal in 1927. 

It is, indeed, not too much to say that Japan's inability to 
conquer China's popular resistance, coupled with our failure to 
assure a Chinese victory by abandoning appeasement, de
termined Japan's attack on the . United States. The nature 
of China's defense helped define the popular war the 
United Nations must wage in order to smash the Axis. For 
China's five-year defense has proved the strength of an aroused 
though poorly armed people against mechanized might. It' has 
proved the tactical superiority of a people's democratic initiative 
against fascist-officered troops. It has demonstrated the power 
of a united nation fighting for its liberties in contrast to the 
apparent unity forced on the people of fascist nations by blood 
and oppression. 

If for five years the Chinese people have demonstrated these 
unalterable truths, how much more have they proved to us that 
given modern arms and equipment of war, they could drive the 
invaders from their shores ! 
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What have been the major military movements in China 
since July 7, 1937? Have the Japanese been able to achieve 
stable objectives? Are the Chinese close to being licked? And, 
given the world situation, what are the immediate tasks of the 
United Nations in cooperating with China? 

Virtually all of Japan's gains in China, following Liu
kouchiao, were made in the next sixteen months. This period 
of advance was climaxed and ended with the capture of Canton 
and Hankow in October 1938. The areas now appearing as 
shaded in the newspaper maps are virtually the same today as 
they were on Nov. 1, 1938. They include most of the territory 
iv North China north and east of the Yellow River, Shanghai 
and the borders of the Yangtze River beyond Hankow to 
Ichaitg, and the area immediately around Canton in the south. 
The shading on maps is misleading, of course, for only the main 
cities and lines of communication are held, and these tenuously. 

These first sixteen months the Chinese describe as their first 
or defensive phase of the war. It ended with the fall of Han
kow. ,Thereupon China entered upon the second or guerrilla 
phase, which in turn is to be followed, when conditions permit, 
by the final counter-offensive phase. But increasingly forms of 
guerrilla warfare have assumed prominence in harassing the 
invaders in the so-called occupied areas and in cooperating with 
the main armies in preventing further advances. Following the 
fall of Hankow in October 1938, Generalissimo Chiang Kai
shek sent no less than sixty divisions to the east of the Japanese 
positions for the purpose of harassing their rear. And through
out this period, as in the preceding more purely defensive one, 
the guerrilla forces in the north, under the direction of the 
Communist-led Eighth Route Army, organized and carried out 
partisan resistance of such effectiveness that the Japanese were 
able neither to make strategically necessary advances nor to 
consolidate the points already taken. 

Three major campaigns were launched by the fascists against 
Changsha, key fity on the railroad from Hankow to Canton. 
All three attempts, in October 1939, September 1941, and 
January 1942, ended in serious and humiliating defeat for the 
Mikado's soldiers. A strong Japanese force succeeded in cap
turing the important city of Chengchow on the railroad going 
north from Hankow to Peiping, but a month later, in November 
1941, they were forced to withdraw. Large campaigns were 
launched during 1941 in an attempt to seize the south China 
coast so as to put a stop to the military supplies that were reach
ing Chinese troops from these ports and to protect Japanese 
coastwise shipping, but these invasions were also repulsed. 

An indication of the magnitude of guerrilla operations in 
North China is shown by the Japanese complaint that in J anu
ary 1942 alone they were forced to fight 1,632 battles against 
247,000 Chinese guerrillas of the Eighth Route Army. 

T HE opening of war between Japan and the United Nations 
last December meant, for China, not only the further 

postponement of the counter-offensive phase of the war because 
of the further stoppage of supplies from abroad, but also the 
necessity of reverting to tactics of a more completely defensive 
nature. For Japan's speedy and easy successes against the British, 
Americans, and Dutch throughout southeastern Asia prepared 
the way for a new and large scale offensive in China. And it is 
this offensive which is today creating for China's heroic people 
the most severe crisis of their entire war against Japan. 

Through its victories 'against the United States, Great 
Britain, and their allies in southeastern Asia, Japan has achieved 
two major objectives in its attempt to crush China. It has, for 
the present, succeeded in isolating China from the United States 
and Great Britain. Very , meager supplies are reaching China 
today. There is no immediate way for us to get large quantities 
of supplies to our Chinese ally. And there is no point in kidding 
ourselves about this. The licking we have taken is having the 
most serious consequences upon our ally, China. 

The Japanese, secondly, by occupying Burma and moving 
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their ships and planes into the Bay of Bengal and within easy 
reach of northeast India, have,' for the present, isolated China 
from its great potential ally, India. They have not only cut off 
supply routes from that direction but they have also put a 
formidable obstacle in the way of closer cooperation between 
these two great countries, a cooperation essential for victory. 

Japan has further objectives against China which it can now, 
for the first time since it bogged down in its China campaign 
in the fall of 1938, pursue. The current Japanese campaign 
along the Nanchang-Hangchow railroad and vicinity is clearly 
designed to accomplish two things. One of them is to seize and 
destroy air bases from which Japan itself could easily be bombed 
and from which Japan's supply lines to its newly conquered 
areas could be severdy harassed. The second is to seize control 
of China's railway system so that the present pressure on her 
shipping facilities to the new areas may.be relieved and contact 
assured with southeastern Asia by a land route should her ship
ping lanes become subject to heavy attack. , 

A second group of Japanese objectives in China is more far
reaching. It represents the extension of her original aim of sub
jugating China. Today that objective means putting China out 
of the war. It is one that the Chinese people will never accept. 
But at the same time it is one that is so threatening that every 
possible thing must be done by the United Nations to help the 
Chinese people defeat it. 

SINCE January of this year Japan has for the first time in 
over three years made significant advances in China. Stra

tegically important regions south of Hangchow, o~ the one 
hand, and south of Nanchang, on the other, have been occupied. 
An advance has also been made in the extreme north of China 
beyond the city of Paotow in Suiyuan Province. The loss of 
Hongkong by the British has greatly increased Japan's strength 
on China's southern coast. The Chinese people, in spite of these 
setbacks and in spite of an understandable feeling of having been 
let down by their allies, Great Britain and the United States, 
nevertheless remain firm in their determination to oust the in
vader. Their armies and their people are resisting every inch 
of the way. More than that, they are counter-attacking and 
winning back some of the recently lost territory. 

The people of America have every confidence in the ability 
of our Chinese ally to hold out. But we- must ask at what cost 
to them and at what cost to ourselves? Can we afford to permit 
Japan to win even a partial victory over China? 

And these questions lead• to the crucial ones which we must 
now answer. We have reached the decision that our major war 
effort for the immediate future is to go into a second front 
against Hitler so that this year we can crush Hitler's armies 
between the British-American forces and the great armies of the 
Soviet Union. We have, moreover, accepted the implication of 
this decision that our major, knockout offensive against Japan 
must be delayed. 

In the June 30 issue of NEW MASSES I elaborated what I 
believe to be our agreement that to make this grand strategy 
for defeating the Axis successful we must, at the same time 
that we carry forward the second front in Europe, prevent 
further Japanese victories, harass her forces wherever we find 
them, and prepare the way for the final smashing offensive. 

We now find ourselves in the situation where Japan is cur
rently engaged in a large scale offensive against our Chinese 
ally at a time when we have lost the ability to send adequate 
supplies to China. We are therefore faced with the serious possi
bility of further Japanese advances in China, which, whether 
they constitute large or small scale victories, will increase Japan's 
ability to prepare for an eventual attack by us. Our Chinese 
allies are confronted with the greatest crisis of their history, 
the necessity of facing their invader's new attacks with the 
enemy strengthened by recent victories and China geographi
cally cut off from the United States and Great Britain. 

Under these circumstances what is the role that we must play 
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in aiding China? This may be discussed under four points. 
First in spite of China's geographical isolation, there are 

certain things that can be done. Every attempt must be made 
to deliver certain types of war materials to China. The main 
possibility seems to lie in airplanes which can be flown in from 
India. Perhaps enough engine parts, tools, and small items of 
equipment can be ferried from India to make the effort well 
worth the. attempt. A few hundred planes and the necessary 
personnel; in other words, a few days of American plane pro
duction would imineasurably relieve the pressure on China. 

·Such aid in itself would be an indi1=ation to the Chinese of 
our determination to cooperate with them and to help them 
through the terrible crisis of 'the coming months. But more than 
that can be done. China must sit at the United Nations' 
war councils in a position of full and unquestioned equality with 
the United States, Great Britain, and the USSR. It must be 
just as much China's decision as it is ours that the immediate 
major effort of the United Nations is to be the establishment 
of a second front against Hitler. 

Secondly, it is necessary, and I believe possible, for us to 
create in the immediate future sufficient diversions so that Japan 
cannot concentrate to the same extent on the China front. To
day it is Japan that is keeping our forces scattered. It is Japan 
that is creating the diversions for us. This situation must be 
reversed by increasing our raids on Japan itself, on her supply 
routes, and on her newly acquired territories. 

Thirdly, we can take immediate steps to rally millions of 
people in Asia, now either on the sidelines in this war or actively 
aiding the Axis, to effective participation on our side. The 
crucial question in Asia, and particularly for the Chinese, is 
whether the Indian people are going to have the freedom pre-
requisite to their active participation against the Axis. The 
Chinese people, through their leader Generalissimo Chiang 
Kai-shek, have spoken out forthrightly for India.'s independence. 
As well as any one in the world they understand that an armed, 
mobilized people is the fundamental condition of success against 
the fascist aggressors, and that independence is the condition 
of national mobilization. 

Long ago the problem of India ceased to be simply a problem 
between India and Great Britain. The Chinese have recognized 
that the question of India is crucial to their own victory over 
Japan. Today the American people must recognize that the 

problem of India is crucial to the whole war effort of the U niteti 
Nations and that it is their problem as well as India's. 

Associated with the mobilization to our side of the people of 
India is the similar problem respecting the former colonial areas 
and Siam in southeastern Asia now overrun by the Japanese. 
Can we afford not to take the steps needed to rally these 
110,000,000 people actively to our side? Must we not quickly 
adopt those immediate political measures which will guarantee 
to all the peoples of Asia freedom and national independence 
when the fascists are wiped from the earth? 

L ASTLY, I come to a point. which must have seemed con
spicuous for its absence from earlier sections of this article. 

It is the question of the relation of the Soviet Union to China's 
great struggle and to the war of the United Nations against 
Japan. China is ringed by the Japanese aggressor down l'ts entire 
eastern and southern coasts. Its southern land borders are 
blocked by the Japanese occupation of Indo-China and Thai
land, and Burma cuts off the southwest frontier. The northeast, . 
moreover, represents China's northeastern provinces and Mian
churia, now within the so-called occupied area. The only direct 
connection remaining with the outside world is that through 
China's northwest with the Soviet Union. 

The impOrtance of the Soviet Union to China's war effort 
lies partly in the fact that they have a common frontier, for the 
great supply route running down from the USSR to U rumchi, 
Lanchow, and connecting by rail and motor road with both 
Sian and the Chengtu-Chungking area still carries much needed 
material of war. That route has not been shut off and can 
hardly be said to be threatened. Nevertheless, while the Soviet 
Union continues to be China's principal outside source of sup
port, a vast increase in these supplies cannot be expected as long 
as the USSR is allowed to battle Hitler's armies virtually alone. 

The most cogent of all reasons why the opening of a second 
front in Europe immediately will help beat Japan lies in the 
fact that the prerequisite for closer Soviet-Chinese war coopera
tion in the Far East is closer and more active American-British~ 
Soviet cooperation against Germany. It rests with the peaple 
of America and Great Britain to bring this about. That is the 
greatest aid we can now render our heroic ally, the Chinese. 
people. 

.-·:;..'' 

FREDERICK v. FIELD •. 

LETTER TO AN ALLY 
~he gener(JUS assistatzce whicli the Sofliet Union ltas ghJen 
China in its struggle against the Japanese infiaaer is a contitu'l
ation of a policy {Jf friendship and cooperation that goes back 
many years.So'Viet Russia was the only country which after the 
Bolshevik Ret~olution voluntarily gave up all extra~territorittl 
rights and other imperialist privileges that czarist Russia had 
seized. One of the foundations of So'Uiet-Chinese friendship was 
the warm regard that developed . betWeen Dr. Sun Y at-sen, 
father of the Chinese republic and its firSt president, and the 
So'Uiet people and their leaders.· On his death-bed in 1925 Dr. 
Sun wrote this moving and prophetic letter to the Central 
Executive Committee of the Soviet government •. 

D.. BAR CoMRADES: While I ai:n here laid 
low by a sickness against- which hu
man skill is helpless, my thoughts are 

turned to yo~ and to the fate of my country. 
you are at the head of a union of free re
publics-the heritage which the immortal 
Lenin bequeathed to the oppressed peoples. 
With the aid of this heritage the viCtims of 

imperialism will inevitably achieve their liberation from the 
international system which since ancient times has been . rooted 
in slavery, wars, and injustice. I am leaving behind me a party 
which, as I have always hoped, will !Je connected with you in 
the historic work of finally emancipating China and other 
exploited countries from this imperialist system. 

By the will of fate i must leave my work unfinished and 
pass it on to those who by remaining true to the principles and 
ddctrirtes of the partY will be my true successors. This is w}J1 
I command the Kuomintang to continue the national liberation 
movement until China is completely liberated. With that end 
in view I have instructed the party to keep in constant contact 
with you. I firmly believe that the assistance which you have 
rendered tny country up to now will remain constant. In bidd 
ding. you farewell, dear comrades, I express the hope that the 
day is near when the USSR will welcome mighty and free 
China as a friend and ally, and that in the great struggles for 
the liberation of the oppressed people& of the world both allies 
will march side by side to victory. 

With fraternhl greeting!, 



MUST CHINA FIGHT ALONE? 

Crack fighting men of fighting China:. With heavy equipment, especially planes, they can turn from defense to offense against the common foe. 

Lin Yutang rebukes those geopoliticians who would subordinate his country's role in the world battle. 
Hard and unpleasant facts about Allied aid. The idea of true equality. 

Lin Yutang is a well known Chinese writer now 
living in the United States. B~rn in the prov
ince of Fukien, he went to Christian schools 
where he studied English and Western sub
jects. Later he attended Harvard, Jena, and 
Leipzig Universities. He then returned to his 
own country where he was a professor at Pe
king National University. He is the author of 

several books, one o.f which, "The Importance of Living," was 
recently banned in Italy. 

CHINA will be celebrating the glorious record of a five
year heroic resistance against fascist aggression this 
July 7. China can celebrate it with pride, not with joy. 

Millions of Chinese lives have been sacrificed, and her losses 
have equalled Russia's, but they have been sacrificed in . so 
remote a corner of the world that the world hardly realizes it. 
Up to the moment of my writing, the China War has been 
treated by the Allies strictly as a divisible war. That is to say, 
up to now, China has been fighting alone. 

China has been fighting, first, for her own national freedom 
and, secondly, for the spiritual principle of democracy and 
equality of all nations of the world. In her first object, she 
will certainly succeed, but in her second object, she will prob
ably fail, which is to say, the spiritual principle of democracy 
and equality of all peoples of the world will probably not 
succeed. The reason is that the fight between the democratic 
principle for freedom for all peoples and the fascist principle 
of dominating and ruling the world by force, with hypocritical 
tributes to freedom and equality, has to be fought not in China, 
but here in this country and in England. The war about the 
peace is on. A battle is being fought in the minds of English
men and Americans between the idea of world cooperation and 
world domination by Anglo-American air and sea power. If 
I judge aright by the books that have come out in the last three 
months, the idea of Anglo-American world mastery is gaining 
ground. Note Professor Spykman's America's Strategy in 
World Politics, Stephen King-Hall's Total Victory, Lionel 
Gelber's P eace by Power, John MacCormac's America and 
World Mastery, and Kurt Bloch's memorandum on Far East
ern Postwar Problems. All these stand for Anglo-American 
world mastery. Professor Spykman advises "crushing" both 
China and Russia after crushing Germany and Japan, while 
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Kurt Bloch advises maintaining Anglo-American control of 
Formosa, Indo-China, and Burma as long-range bombing bases 
to check, not Japan, but China. They are quite explicit about it. 

T HAT is why I say the fight between world democracy and 
fascism is taking place, and will be decided, here in America 

and in England, and not in China. Of course any dear-headed 
person must realize the principle of world domination by force 
is fascism. At best, it can be defended as "benevolent" fascism. 
But domination by force precludes the principle of freedom 
from fear and the principle of equality. There is no escape from 
the contradiction. According to these fascist minds, even the 
international police will be just an Anglo-American police force, 
and the principle of equality will not be admitted in any future 
world federation. Of course the "Anglo-American Peace Force" 
of King-Hall will be known as a "peace" force, and it may 
even be called an "international" police; furthermore, there 
may actually emerge a "world federation." Unless the "inter
national police" and the "world federation" are dominated by 
Britain and America, these fascist authors are not interested. 
The basic fascist idea of domination by force, with its strength 
and its weakness, remains. You cannot have world masters with
out having slave people, under whatever name you may call 
them. The idea of world conquest which looked so simple to 
Hitler, looks now equally simple to these fascist authors, the 
naive, childish reason being that the means of world conquest 
are there. Geopolitics has invaded America at home, while we 
are fighting fasdsm abroad. 

In other words, these writers believe that world mastery by 
sheer force, which failed in Hitler's hands., will succeed in 
Anglo-American hands. Man's innate love of freedom and the 
normal human reactions against any threat of force, which 
form the biggest spiritual force now defeating Hitler, are 
entirely ignored by these writers. 

At the bottom of all this idea of world domination is the 
fascist idea of racial superiority, characteristic of Goebbels and 
Hitler. So long as racial arrogance exists, no true equality of 
the nations of the world can be admitted. 

Three years after the war broke out in Europe the minds of 
liberal men are more disillusioned than ever. Unless a second 
front is opened in Europe, the Russian people will be pro
foundly disillusioned. The Chinese people as a whole are 
already profoundly disillusioned. They are not saying anything 
about it, but that is no reason why far-sighted statesmen should 
not take Chinese feelings into account. 
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Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek and the three famous Soong sisters, better known as Mme . . Chiang Kai-shek, on the extreme left, Mme. H. H. Kung, 
wife of China's Finance Minister, and on the right, Mme. Sun Y at-sen, widow of the founder of the Chinese Republic. 

Since geopoliticians are fond of being objective and realistic, 
one might just as well be objective and realistic about the 
past record of the China War, and try to understand why the 
Chinese people are disillusioned. Throughout this war, China 
has not been given . a fair d~al. The Brussels Conference broke 
down in 1937. For four years the world stood aloof ; only 
Russia helped China with loans on easy terms, not commercial 
terms. In the summer of 1940 the Burma Road was closed by 
England. Under the "license" system, America doubled and 
trebled her sale of oil to Japan from the summer of 1940 to the 
spring of 1941, as if China was not fighting fascism, and as if 
Chinese didn 't have feelings to be hurt. Then came Pearl 
Harbor. The Burma campaign was fought as a delaying action 
to give a few months for the defense of India. There was no 
intention to hold Burma, although the Burma Road means to 
China what the Suez Canal means to the Middle East and the 
Atlantic sea lanes mean to England. In all the five years China 
was given 100 P-40's of the older type almost as an oversight, 
which China did not hoard up at Chungking but promptly 
donated to the common defense of the Allies. Up to May this 
year not a single American plane had arrived in China since 
Pearl Harbor. These are hard facts, unbelievable to some read
ers. Therefore I am right in saying that the Allies have treated 
the China War strictly as .a divisible war. 

T HERE is no point in being so frank about the Chinese 
feelings unless it is to force the recognition of a wrong 

and rectifying it. The war is a long one, and the sooner we 
rectify it, the better. Throughout the five years China has not 
lodged a single protest through diplomatic channels. Part of it. 
is Confucian courtesy and restraint, an·d part of it nineteenth 
century psychology. Let us not misunderstand it. Russia spoke 
up and got what she wanted. You cannot expect the Chinese 
to do the same. Chinese just don't protest. They only say, 
"Thank you!" But weekly, tens of thousands of Chinese fight
ing lads are dying. 

But even as the war is conducted in Washington and Lon
don, so will the peace be conducted. That is where the idea 
of true equality of all peoples and world cooperation comes in. 
The war has forced a vision of true brotherhood of mankind 
but we are not big enough to see it. Unless American public 
opinion rallies around the stand for world cooperation as 
against world mastery and economic exploitation, as was so 
nobly expressed by Vice-President Wallace and Sumner Welles, 
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the idea of world domination will gain ground among those 
who are shaping our war and peace aims. We have got to face 
this battle. 

LIN YuTANG. 

Undoubtedly the issue raised by Lin Yutang is one that must 
fill every liberty-loving American with a sense of shame. Our 
debt to China is incalculable, yet the treatment accorded her 
by this country and the other major powers with the exception 
of Russia has been very disillusioning to the Chinese .. as Dr. 
Lin points out, and very hurtful to the cause of the United 
Nations . E verything must be done to end this situation without 
delaJ'· Y et w e f eel that perhaps Dr. Lin is too pessimistic about 
the future. There is growing recognition in this country and 
in England of the tmgic consequences of imperialistic policies 
in the Far East. And those fascist-minded individuals who 
dream of an Anglo-American dominated 'World do not speak 
for the American people nor, we believe .. for the American 
government. We would welcome comment from our readers 
on Lin Yutang's article-The Editors. 

Mao Tse-tung, leader of the Chinese Communist Party. 
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• THE WEEK in LONDON by CLAUDE COCKBURN 

THOSE ADVENTURIST GENTLEMEN 
The men behind the "no-confidence" resolution. Who they are and what they are after. And the 
reply from the men and women in the factories. 
London (by cable), June 29. 

PARLIAMENT buzzed with anxious questions, newspapers 
were in a lather of speculation, and the men of John 
Brown's great Scottish shipyard met during their lunch 

hour to pass this resolution: 
"This meeting of the men of John Brown's shipyard whole

heartedly welcomes the Anglo-Soviet agreement as a guarantee 
for victory and a cornerstone of unimpeachable world strategy. 
We unreservedly condemn those who, not content with attempt
ing to sow defeatism in our ranks, are trying to use the Libyan 
reverses to attack the main world strategy which is undoubtedly 
correct. Long live the Anglo-Soviet alliance. Down with the 
enemies of the people. Forward to victory this year." 

That was typical. Many such resolutions have been passed 
in shipyards, factories, workshops. There will be more of them. 
This is the voice of the most determined and hard-working 
men and women on the big jobs. It is to be hoped that Axis 
agents, defeatists, idiots, and Major Cazalets will alike take 
note of the John Brown resolution. It is a declaration of inten
tion, and a warning to those who would impede that intention. 
It is necessary. It will be effective. It is the voice of those who 
ten days ago enthusiastically welcomed the Anglo-Soviet pact 
as first proof that something new is under way and enthusiasti
cally applauded the action of the Prime Minister and the 
Foreign Minister in achieving this agreement. 

These people are not "complacent" about the catastrophe 
in North Africa. On the other hand, they set it in a per
spective which has not been suddenly discovered by them to 
mitigate the gloom of defeat. They have, during the whole of 
the past nine months, been coming to the conclusion that there 
was something basically wrong with the strategy of those who 
refused to respond to the Soviet call for a second front, and who 
preferred instead to conduct the war around the distant, wobbly 
edges of the empire rather than attack in the center. 

In this perspective the disaster in North Africa is seen as 
the last miserable demonstration of a false strategy. It would 
be totally depressing if it were not for the fact that the London
Washington agreements were reached at the very moment when 
the bankruptcy of those who opposed such agreements or desired 
to delay them was being most sensationally exposed. That is 
the background of the John Brown resolution. 

W E WILL turn to another sector of the political map: those 
members· of Parliament, for instance, who put down the 

resolution of no confidence in the government's conduct of the 
war. I do not say that it is a theoretical impossibility that any
thing decent, progressive, or of national value should be sup
ported by the name of Sir Herbert Williams. Nothing is 
impossible. It is necessary, however, to reflect-and it would 
have been good if some of the signatories of this motion had so 
reflected-that the proposition is a highly improbable one. Sir 
Herbert Williams is an extreme Tory, an enthusiastic 
Munichite, who seems still to say his political prayers to the 
ghost of Mr. Chamberlain. Only three weeks ago Sir Herbert 
was hawking in at least one newspaper office the suggestion 
that Sir John Wardlaw Milne might suitably succeed Mr. 
Churchill in the Premiership, and on being pressed for some 
reasonable ground for such a view, said he thought Milne 
would at least be able to make a "businessman's peace." 

Then there is Milne himself, an able old duffer who has 
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during the past year done first rate work on the select Com
mittee on National Expenditure. Milne is understood to have 
lost a great deal of money in the Far East. For a while a few 
months ago he took part in a series of more or less private 
"oppositional" gatherings centering around the old 1941 Com
mittee. These dinner parties included such diverse politicos as 
Milne, Hore-Belisha, Emanuel Shinwell, Lord Winterton, 
Kingsley Martin, and Hulton, owner of the Picture Post. 

Since none of those concerned had any very large scale back
ing in the country with the possible exception of Shinwell, a 
Labor MP, discussions were of a somewhat academic, and 
necessarily, therefore, in some cases of an adventurist, character. 

It would appear that during recent weeks Milne has moved 
somewhat more to the right. And it was noticeable that 
the notorious June bulletin of the defeatist Imperial Policy 
Group seemed to be putting Milne forward as the potential 
leader of the anti-Churchill opposition. 

Hore-Belisha, formerly Minister of War, is also among the 
signers of the no-confidence motion. Of Hore-Belisha it can 
be said with confidence that he confidentially believes that 
Hore-Belisha is the man the country is waiting for. Of this 
it can only be remarked that Hore-Belisha is wrong. 

A ~ONG other names on this very reassuring list we note 
that of Edgar Granville. Mr. Granville is one of a 

triumvirate forming the newly organized "People's Party." 
Other members of this group are W. J. Brown and Captain 
Cunningham-Reid. The captain will be remembered for practi
cally nothing. Just what will be remembered about Mr. Gran
ville and Mr. Brown is problematic and probably libelous. For 
the rest, the members who signed the motion of no confidence 
may be fairly easily divided into persons similar in one way or 
another to those already described and into naive stooges of one 
kind or another. There are one or two others, such for instance, 
as M:r. Horabin and Sir Roger Keyes who doubtless signed only 
in the naive but honest hope that this particular move was 
designed to stiffen the governmental attitude and to accelerate 
the carrying out of plans for victory in 1942. 

It is already obvious that the situation is one which is sus
ceptible of being exploited by the enemies of the Anglo-Soviet 
treaty and of the second front. It is perfectly true that there 
exists in the country a certain mood of weary cynicism regard
ing the high command, and the strategy and tactics of our 
government. There is, however, a point where a people of hard 
pride can fall victim to a certain inferiority complex. There is 
really no actual danger of this, I think, because the people 
who support the lines of the John Brown resolution which I 
quoted above are more numerous, more determined, more in
telligent, and a great deal tougher than all the waverers and · 
purveyors of uncertainty. Churchill at Ottawa once asked: 
"What kind of people do they imagine we are?" If anybody 
from the 1922 Committee to the adventurous pseudo-leftists 
of the Labor Party imagines that we are the kind of 
people who are going to permit any propaganda, any suggestion, 
any alarm, or despondency to deflect us from the decision taken 
in the agreement with Molotov a few weeks ago, he should 
inwardly digest the John Brown resolution and understand 
that this is the voice of the best people of Britain. 
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REPAIRING ·THE LIBYA DEFEAT 
Save the Suez Canal by crossing the English Channel. Colonel T. analyzes the military moves in North 
Africa. Why the British have been set baclc. 

T HE seventy-five-mile long strip of 
desert between Matruh and the great 
Qattara Depression is pregnant with 

a major military decision. General von Rom
mel is storming this _British position and is, 
perhaps, also trying to outflank it by racing 
around and south of the Qattara hellhole to 
reach the Nile. Rommel and his three armored 
divisions have come more than 500 miles in 
less than six weeks. They have to go another 
300· miles to the Suez Canal. 

For the first time warfare in Libya has 
swung outside of the limits in which its oscil
lations were confined ever since the comple
tion of the great Nazi offensive in the West 
in September 1940. Since then there· have been 
five campaigns in Libya, including the present. 

These campaigns were characterized by 
space limitations of some 500 miles and time 
limitations of about two months. The oppos
ing armies alternately played the part of balls 
attached to a rubber band which permitted 
them to go so far and no farther. "So far" 
meant approximately the distance from the bor
der of Egypt to the Gulf of Sidra, and back. 
The "rubber bands" were the lines of com
munications. 

The first campaign came to an end in mid
September 1940 when Mussolini'slegions were 
stof)ped at Sidi-Barrani, just inside Egypt. 
Graziani's 250,000 Italians were routed. The 
second campaign started in December 1940 
and ended in February 1941 when Gen. Sir 
Archibald Wavell's army almost reached El 
Agheila. Soon after that Wavell was forced 
to divert some of his troops to the Balkans and 
Greece. On the other hand, Graziani's beaten 
legions were reinforced with General von 
Rommel's Afrika Corps. This changed the sit
uation materially. Rommel took immediate 
ad\oantage of the situation and pushed the 
British back faster than the British had ad
vanced against the Italians. Tobruk was in
vested by Axis forces and the campaign closed 
at the end of the "rubber band," i.e. at the 
Egyptian border, May 1941. This campaign 
coincided with Hitler's Balkan drive and just 
preceded the attack upon the USSR. 

The fourth campaign (or "oscillation") be
gan in November 1941, with the British driv
ing Rommel clear across Cyrenaica and 
reaching El Agheila in the beginning of Feb
ruary 1942. Then, in May of this year a re
inforced Afrika Corps opened the fifth cam
paign. Tobruk is no more, something· the sec
ond Axis offensive of a year ago could not 
achieve, and Rommel's two German and one 
Italian armored divisions have already swung 
clear out of the "prescribed" limits of the 
preceding four campaigns. 

The previous four "oscillations" showed 
that there was a certain equilibrium of forees 
in Libya; so long as the danse macabre was 
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confined to the 500-mile stage between the 
"wings"-Egypt and Tripolitania-the dan
ger was circumscribed. Now the danse ma
cabre has broken out of the "wings." The 
situation is dangerous. 

T HE implication of Rommel's drive and 
the military possibilities involved are so 

clear that it is superfluous to dwell upon the 
less obvious ones. But there are two aspects 
of the problem which deserve special atten
tion. The first aspect is : how to explain the 
scope of the German success? The second 
aspect concerns the Red Army very directly 
because it might find itself compelled to divert 
large forces from its own Western Front in 
order to defend the Caucasus on the south
i.e. from Syria, Turkey, or Iraq. 

The reasons for the British defeat should 
be considered iri the light of the following 
circumstances: the desert RAF seems to have 
had air superiority over the Luftwaffe; the 
British Eighth Army had ~tt the outset an 
admitted equality in armaments and equip
ment; in fact, Churchill described the "Fourth 
Campaign" as the first undertaken with 
"equipment to match the enemy's"; the Brit
ish in this last campaign had a railroad clear 
to Fort Capuzzo while Rommel's railhead was 
clear back at Tripoli ; the British had a su
perior navy in the Mediterranean while Rom
mel had the assistance only of Mussolini's 
secondhand "galoches"; the long range com
munications of the British and their supply 
line through the Red Sea were considerably 
less tenuous and vulnerable, although longer 
than those of the Axis across the Mediter
ranean; the British were actually engaging 
the enemy or being engaged by him only on 
one secondary front (Libya) while the Wehr
macht and the Luftwaffe had to distribute the 
ten percent of their forces which are not en
gaged on the Eastern Front between Europe, 
the "invasion coast," and Africa. 

In view of all this their defeat gives food 
for thought. The military error of splitting 
the Eighth Army after the reverse at Rezegh 
and allowing a good part of it to flee to 
Tobruk only to get into a trap is rather 
obvious. Somebody must have lost his head 
here, and it was not Rommel, either. The 
British were outgeneraled and, despite the 
bravery of their soldiers, outfought. 

LET us look into the second· charge-the 
one that the British were outfought. Some 

commentators have pointed out that the Ger
mans had better equipment: air-cooled tanks, 
a "universal" 88-mm gun acting both as an 
AA and AT weapon, etc. But actually, Eng
land has been reequipping herself for two 
years. Neither air-cooling in a tank nor a 
"universal" gun is anything new. The whole 
world knows of these things. The "univer-

sal'' gun was actually inaugurated by one 
young Red Army instructor back in 1937, in 
Spain, who turned an AA-gun against tanks 
with deadly effect. Heat, sandstorms, long and 
difficult lines and all that sort of thing can 
be dismissed as extenuating circumstances be
cause both sides had to contend with the 
same difficulties. 

And so we still stand before the same 
query: what happened to the British cam
paign? 

The answer may lie in a dispatch of New 
York Times correspondent James Aldridge 
from· Cairo (June 23). I say "may" because 
I remember Mr. Aldridge's highly colored 
and fantastic stories emanating from Finland. 
But the British censor in Cairo would have 
stopped outright falsehoods, had Aldridge told 
any. 

What does Mr. Aldridge say? He says 
that the Eighth British Army "lacked speed, 
virility, anger, and toughness." The British 
troops "lacked these qualities because the bases 
of their training, their reasoO$ for fighting, 
their actual fighting, are all obscure." Mr. 
Aldridge tells us that in one of the British 
camps near Cairo, where the only recreation 
for the soldiers was an open-air movie theater, 
he saw "a bad pacifist picture from the 
United States. It was about the last war. The 
picture ended with a woman opening a let
ter and her soldier husband's identity disk 
falling out of it. It was all to show the 'hope
lessness' of war • • • and the audience was 
to move to the front the next day." 

Now, as to the second aspect of this very 
dangerous situation. Today, it is clear that 
the Red Army may have to defend Iraq and 
Iran. Many people talk about the Germans 
walking right into Baku, through Rostov. 
Well, they still have 900 .miles to go from 
Kupyansk and 7 50 miles from Kerch, across 
the Straits and the Caucasian mountains. Be
fore them stand Marshal Timoshenko and a 
lot of Red Army divisions. 

But Rommel has a little over 1,000 
miles to go from Matruh to Mosul, 900 
miles from Crete, via Cyprus and Syria. 
Before him stands a depleted British Eighth 
Army, a skeleton Ninth Army (Syria) and 
a blueprint Tenth Army (Iran) ••• This 
means that the Red Army may have to send 
more and more divisions to its Caucasian back 
door. Gentlemen, gentlemen I how much can 
one expect of the Red Army after all! Isn't 
it doubly clear today that a second front 
would have averted the Libya defeat, and 
can still save everything from the Nile to the 
Caucasus? General Rommel's arm in the 
Mediterranean has been ominously extended. 
But the arm will wither if the proper blow is 
struck at the Nazi heart, in western Europe. 

CoLONEL T. 
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Fourth t( fu& DECLARATION 

* * * * * * * for Negro YOuth * * 
FORE\VORD: 

From time to time material is received by tke Office of Facts and Figures whick clearly merits wide circulation. 

It is the policy of this office to call such material to tke attention of tke American people. The following 

"Fourth of July Declaration for Negro Youth" was drafted by the Southern Negro Youth Congress. It sets 

forth the aspiratiotls anJ hopes of tke young N,egroes of tke United States.-ARCHIBALD MA.CLEISH, Director 

* * * * * * * * 

Up FROM THE FIELDS of cotton and com, out of the 

pits and mills and factories, from the schools, churches, 

and club rooms, in the armed forces and naval stations, 

amid the shot and shell of the battle front, Negro Americans 

will come forth to the celebration of the Fourth of July. We 

Negro youth will tnarch in determined stride with our white 

American brothers-for a rededication of our common allegiance 

to our Nation's founding principles-in determined resolve that 

our country shall remain a free land with the pursuit of happiness 

as the opportunity of all of its people. 

On this day we will pledge our strength, our talents, our 

liyes to the cause of Victory in this war against the Hitler-Axis 

enemies of our cquntry and all mankind. 

We Negro youth love our country and the high priociples 

of Freedom, Equality, and Opportunity and the dignity of man 

upon which America was founded. Here, past generations of 

our people have lived and labored and died for the upbuilding 

of America, toward the fulfillment of her rich promise of freedom 

and security for all men. Her history is st~red, her democratic 

pattern is entwined with the heroic deeds of our brave people 

who fought their way up from slavery. We Negro youth are 

proud ioheritors of the Great Tradition; we are born to the 

Fight for Freedom. 

We Negro youth man our battle stations today in the 

great tradition of our forefathers of the American Revolution

we level our guns against the enemies of our country and the 

enslavers of our kinsmen, that this, our great "Nation under 

God, shall have a new birth of freedom." 

Our generation stands fast to the cause of America, the 

cause of democracy and the dignity of man, and against the 

worhl-wide rebellion of the Hitlerite slavemaster.s· and their 

SOUTHERN NEGRO 

* * * * * * * * * 

Japanese and Italian partners. We know full well that if our 

country and her mighty allies fail to defeat the armies of the 

Axis slavemasters, the enjoyment of America's full blessings of 

democracy will be unattained and the light of our hope will 

go out. 

So it is that we Negro youth declare our determination 

to work and fi~ht for our country's victory to the full measure 

of our ability. Our will to serve our Nation iB its hour of peril 
shall not be denied by foolish men or alien forces who would 

withhold from us the right to rally to our country's defense. 

Those who foment race ·,hatred against us, and s~k to li~it our 

contribution or prevent us from joining wholeheartedly in the 

program for victory over the Axis are preventing the mobili

zation of the Nation's full fighting power. They are aidi~g the 

c:ause of the enemy. 

We shall take our rightful places: 

In Industry-making the machines for victory. 

In Civili(m Defense-at air raid stations, first aid centers, with 

the auxiliary police and firemen. 

In the drmed Form-in the ranks and among the officers' ~rps; 

on land, at sea, and in the air, carrying the war to Hitler on the 
continent of Europe. 

We Negro youth need America and we shall give the best 

that is within us to keep her strong and to keep her free. And 

America needs the loyalty, talents, energies, and courage of her 

Negro youth for a speedy victory over the enemy. We Negro 

youth .march to the service of our country. 

Freedom's Children, to Arms! Ours Shall be a Genera

tion of Victory! 

We shall dramatize our united support of our Nation's 

Victory program on America's Independence Day, July 4. 1942. 

YOUTH CONGRESS 
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Crisis Week 

I N THIS week it became acutely clear why 
1942 is the critical year of the war. It 

was a week which unfolded more clearly than 
ever the war's enormous opportunities by con
trast with its perils. In the Middle East the 
continued setbacks in Egypt with all they 
imply for the whole Levantine littoral clear 
through to Iran, brought home to everyone the 
price we are paying for not having opened a 
Western Front back in March when the Red 
Army had reached the crest of its winter 
drive. The defeat in Libya is not, as some 
commentators imply, a reason for postponing 
the second front; on the contrary, it shows 
clearly what fate is in store for us if the 
second front is further postponed. 

And this same point stands out bluntly from 
the week of heavy fighting at the miraculous 
fortress of Sevastopol and the bloody plains 
below Kharkov. By now, what Soviet sources 
call the "main Nazi drive" is under way from 
Kursk, north of Kharkov: the Russians are 
giving a tremendous account of themselves, 
but here also the key to the situation is a front 
in western Europe. Only this can equal the 
Soviet sacrifice; only this can nullify the de
feat in Libya, and only this can spike Pierre 
Laval's further subjugation of France, and 
nullify Marshal Mannerheim's plans in the 
Baltic region. And it is noticeable that more 
and more newspapers, and their readers' cor
respondence columns, more public figures, 
labor unions and other people's organizations 
are recognizing the urgency of the second 
front. What appeared to be the view of a 
minority six weeks ago now becomes an un
questionably overwhelming demand. 

With the appointment of Gen. Dwight 
Eisenhower as chief of operations in the Euro
pean theater, and with the announcement of 
our great progress on the ·production lines-
4,000 planes, 1,500 tanks, 100,000 pieces of 
all types of guns and artillery in May-the 
preparations for a second front are clearly 
ripening. The Roosevelt-Churchill statement 
reporting the week of United Nations con
ferences in Washington necessarily dealt with 
the world picture: it mentioned the problem 
of strengthening China, noted the gratifying 
production rate, promised better protection of 
our shipping in the north Atlantic, and so the 
phrase about "diverting the German attack 
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upon Russia" did not have quite the same dra
matic quality as the announcement after the 
Soviet Foreign Minister Molotov's visit to 
Washington. 

It was too early at this writing to assess 
the full implications of these conferences ; one 
would have to wait at least until after 
Churchill speaks in the House of Commons. 
But our own confidence is that the USA
British-Soviet declarations of early June are 
already being embodied in practical deeds. 
However, the war is moving fast. The crisis 
is at hand within weeks. Active, full scale 
military operations in western Europe in the 
early summer will make all the difference in 
the world this autumn and winter. This is 
what Americans-and hundreds of millions 
of their allies-are waiting for. And working 
for. 

Unity Will Do It 

A MERICANS who marched in the National 
Negro Achievement Day Parades of 

June 27 had much to celebrate. They marched 
for Dorie Miller and Joe Louis, for the thou
sands of Dorie Millers and Joe Louises in our 
armed forces. And they celebrated, also, the 
mighty contributions of the Negro people to 
America as symbolized by the achievements, 
in both war and peace, of outstanding Negro 
leaders. 

In New York the parade came on the open
ing day of a win-the-war conference called by 
the Negro Labor Victory Committee~ Delegates 
from nearly 100 CIO and AFL unions and 
Negro community groups participated. It was 
much more a conference on how Negroes 
could fully participate in the war-how to cut 
away the barbed wire of Jim-Crowism, preju
dice,_brutality. Paul V. McNutt, chairman of 
the War Manpower Commission, recited the 
achievements of Negroes on the industrial 
front but warned that there was still serious 
racial discrimination there and that "America 
cannot stand that kind of nonsense." Dele
gates were told by Rep. Vito Marcantonio of 
New York that he was sponsoring a bill to 
give the President's Fair Employment Prac
tices Committee real power to force com
pliance with its recommendations. The word 
victory rang through the discussions. Dorie 
Miller's mother, who came to the rally from 
her sharecropper home in Texas, told the dele-

gates that "Some people say we have nothing 
to fight for. But we all know we have some
thing to fight for-that is freedom." And in 
their message to President Roosevelt, who had 
sent his greetings, the delegates pledged 
"wholehearted support to our nation's just 
war." 

To abolish discrimination is a vital part of 
that support. Therefore the conference called 
for immediate training of 100,000 Negro 
workers; for the appointment of a Negro war 
manpower commission and Negro representa
tion on all regulatory government bodies; an 
end to Jim-Crowism in the armed forces; 
punishment of lynchers; abolition of the poll 
tax; and the pardon of the five Scottsboro 
boys still in jail and of Odell Waller. 

As we go to press, Governor Darden of 
Virginia has just concluded hearings on the 
Odell Waller case, but hasn't yet announced 
his decision-whether or not to commute the 
death sentence to life imprisonment. Waller, 
a Virginia sharecropper, was convicted two 
years ago of killing a white landlord who 
cheated him of his share in a wheat crop 
and drove his family off the land. All Negroes 
and poor whites were excluded from the jury 
that tried him, by making poll-tax payment 
a prerequisite to jury service. He was given 
the death sentence but was reprieved five 
times by two Virginia governors, because of 
the nationwide protest against the poll-tax 
feature of the court proceedings. Whatever 
Governor Darden decides-and that will be 
known by the time this magazine appears-the 
case of Odell Waller will not be forgotten. It 
symbolizes a whole historic struggle for the 
democratic rights of Negroes in our courts 
and .at the polls. 

The Old Lies Again· 

DRAWING up a Dies committee report is a 
dirty but not difficult job. All the "in

vestigator" has to do is check his card index 
of "Red" organizations, read over a few clips 
from the Chicago Tribune, throw in some 
fiction of his own, and paste the whole thing 
together with mud. There are no hearings, 
no testimony, no investigation. There is only 
a report, and the latest deals with a "Commu
nist-inspired movement" to "undermine Con
gress." This conspiracy, according to Dies, is 
led by the Union for Democratic Action in 
collaboration with the New Republic, and 
also involves Time magazine, PM, the Daily 
Worker, and NEW MASSES. Their "under
mining" consisted of publishing the records 
of congressmen up for reelection. Martin Dies, 
Joseph Starnes, J. Parnell Thomas, and Noah 
Mason-the four who signed the report
have records which do not bear publishing in 
an election year, especially in the election year 
of a war against fascism. So they have dis
covered that the leaders of the Union for 
Democratic Action, at some time in the past, 
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belonged to one or another progressive organi
zation. "Progressive" in the Dies lexicon 
means "subversive," and anyone who exposes 
congressional defeatists promotes "creeping 
totalitarianism." 

It's fantastic, all right, but so is Goebbels. 
So is Hitler. There is more than an election 
tactic behind this latest Dies report. It is a 
direct, fairly obvious attempt to defend the 
Hitler-helpers in Congress, at the same time 
slandering everyone who fights for a second 
front and a quick victory. The UDA leaders 
whom Dies has accused are not Communists; 
but what if they were? To question the patri
otism and loyalty of Communists is another 
snide way of helping the Axis. Some leaders 
of the UDA would do well to recognize this 
instead of defending themselves on the ground 
that they too are Red-baiters. This plays 
straight into Dies' hands, since Red-baiting is 
his indispensable weapon. Nor does it help the 
defendants in the least: Martin Dies is after 
all progressives, all fighters for democracy, 
whether they are Communists or not. 

Just a few days after Dies' crazy report, 
the FBI hauled in eight Nazi spies engaged in 
a real and fearful conspiracy to blow up 
United States key defense points-a crime 
that certainly deserves the death penalty. Dies 
once claimed that· he had a list of suspected 
Gestapo agents in the United States. He has 
never revealed them. He has never really in
vestigated a Nazi or fascist in the country; 
indeed, he has protected them. His committee 
has been a national scandal for four years and 
its activities now amount to treachery. It must 
be abolished. 

Congratulations and long Life 

T wo pirthdays are being celebrated in 
America next week. Ella Reeve Bloor 

will be eighty on July 8; Anita Whitney, 
seventy-five on July 7. That they should have 
been born so soon after Independence Day is 
a remarkably appropriate circumstance. For 
both these women have fought for America, 
its people, and their heritage practically all 
their lives. They did not merely see history, 
they helped make it, in the long period from 
the Civil War era to the present. The fight 
for women's suffrage, for civil liberties, labor's 
right to organize, real equality for the Negro 
people; the fight against poverty, child labor, 
exploitation, and insecurity-in all these 
struggles both women were leaders. They con
tinue to lead-Anita Whitney as chairman of 
the Communist Party of California, and 
"Mother" Bloor as chairman of the party in 
Eastern Pennsylvania. The very record of 
their lives is a challenge to Hitler's inhuman 
concept of women. The thousands of men and 
women who are paying tribute to Ella Reeve 
Bloor and Anita Whitney, in anniversary 
meetings and celebrations, pay tribute to de
mocracy. 
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WHAT AMERICA MEANS TO ME 
(The following statements were written for NEW MASSES on the occasion of Inde
pendence Day. As Frenchmen now fighting to free their own country, the authors 
carry on the great tradition of the Lafayettes who helped us in our own war of 
liberation.) 

Genevieve T abouis 
{Editor of the French anti-fascist weekly "Pour La Jlictoire" and former foreign editor 

of "L'Oeuwe") 

''AMERICA" has always been a word of magic for the forty 
millions of French people. To some "America" is the symbol 

of boundless material opportunity and wealth, a country in which 
one can live in freedom, in which each person can form a life according 
to his own wishes. To others "America" is the great republic that 
must constantly be imitated and emulated. To other French people 
"America" is the country with which France must link its destiny 
militarily, economically, politically, and socially in order to win the 
war and to insure for all people a future of peace. 

Today in the hearts of French people, of all French people, with the exception 
of a few hundred, the word "hope" is synonymous with "America." In spite of the 
newly founded Legions Tricolores of Laval and Doriot, no Cassandra could presume 
to predict that a single Frenchman would ever fight an American soldier or fire upon 
the American flag. Today I feel certain that French mothers, tortured by the sight 
of their starved children, have hope revived within them at the thought of the word 
"America." · 

There are in France men and women who risk each second of their lives by volun
tarily choosing to work as part of the "underground." I am sure that their courage 
receives strength and new vitality at the thought of America. Among the French 
people self-sacrifice could not be so readily made and resistance to collaboration could 
never be so strong without the deep-seated certainty of the coming of an American 
Commando.-

As to the remains of the French army, those in it who have been unable or un
willing to join General de Gaulle confidently expect a move from America. I can 
vouch that prominent French politicians still in France-Herriot, Paul Boncour, 
Leon Blum, Georges Mandel, Jeannenay-believe that America represents the only 
future for the world intensified and magnified since the agreements with Russia have 
been signed. 

To me, America will always remain the great country whose generous hos
pitality has given me the opportunity to continue my struggle against fascism and 
my country's enemies. America possesses the spirit of humanity and burns with the 
determination to see a free world evolve from this chaos. This has restored my hopes 
and my confidence and that is why my love for America grows with each day. 

Pierre Cot 
(Minister for Air in the first Popular Front government. He was also a defen

dant in absentia at the recent Riom trials) 

As a French anti-fascist I hope that the defeat of fascism will make 
it possible to build a new world based on the principles of political ' 
liberty which came from the American Revolution, of social equality 
which came from the Soviet Revolution, and of fraternity which came 
from the French Revolution. 

Vladimir Pozner 
(French novelist. Author of "The Edge of the Sword") 

WHAT America means to me today? Personally: the opportunity 
to live and work in freedom. As a Frenchman: the assurance that 
a second front in Western Europe will soon liberate my country. 
As a human being: the knowledge that with the United Nations 
headed by the two mightiest powers in the world, the USA and 
the USSR, the day is bound to come when everyone will work and 
live in freedom. 
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Two Composers 

To NEw MAssEs: Samuel Sillen's article on "Bat-
tle in Search of a Hymn" (May 19) expressed 

what many of us have been thinking, hoping, 
and working for. Sillen was absolutely correct 
in pointing our that Broadway with its "jerks 
and jeeps," its fraudulent "lyrics" and jerry
built tunes, can never catch the heroism and truth 
and deep meaning of this war. This war simply 
doesn't fit into the stale thirty-two-bar patterns of 
the Tin Pan Alley "commercial" tune, nor into the 
hep-cat rhythms of the jive and jitter boys. 

Yet when the composer tries to get out of this 
mold and inject something more genuine into a 
war song, the Broadway publishers shy clear of it, 
because "it cannot be danced to." Three war songs 
of mine that are now being published were rejected 
by two different Broadway houses for that reason. 
A respectable "standard" music publisher insisted 
on the deletion of lines urging that Americans 
"smash the Nazi and Japanese foe," on the ground 
that "It is not good policy to mention names." The 
elite music publishers apparently do not wish to be 
mixed up in the question of whom we are fighting 
in this war. One editor actually stated that he 
hoped my piece would be a long-range seller, and 
"The character of the war might change by the 
next year!" 

But the composer who has his heart in this war 
and wants to turn out songs--good, strong, honest 
fighting songs like the Russians have-has yet an
other problem. Unless he is lucky enough to be a 
lyric writer too, like Marc Blitzstein, he is stumped 
right at the outset. Where can he find words? 

I have read through dozens of poems and lyrics 
since Pearl Harbor, looking for words that did for 
our time what "The Liberty Song" and the "Battle 
Hymn" did for previous Americans wars. If I have 
looked in the wrong place, I wish someone would 
tell me where to look. The poems I have seen are 
either too abstract, subjective, or too full of gener
alities and platitudes to make successful songs. A 
poem that may be good when read does not always 
make good singing material. I wish some of our 
poets would realize that, and turn a little bit 
closer to the needs of our singing people. I wish 
they could listen to the simplicity and naturalness 
of folk singers like Woody Guthrie and Josh White. 

We don't need one good war song; we need ten, 
fifty, a hundred. We need songs for the tankmen 
aD.d songs for the air corps ; songs for the women's 
army and for maritime workers ; songs about our 
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on War Songs 

heroes, the Kellys and Bulkeleys and O'Hares; and 
about the Joe Smiths who work overtime in Peoria; 
songs for air wardens and volunteer nurses. I per• 
sonally would be glad to turn out a song a week 
and give it to the army, navy, or whoever wants 
it-if I only had the words. 

There are plenty of talented composers and poets 
who I am sure would be happy to do likewise, as 
good Americans. The problem is, how to get them 
together? 

ELll! SII!GMEISTER. 

New York City. 

T o NEW MAssEs: I was very much interested in 
an article by Samuel Sillen in a recent issue, 

entitled "Battle in Search of a Hymn" (May 19). 
His questions were provocative and good. His 

documentation from songs of Revolutionary times 
and the Civil War was quite well done, and his 
summons to the contemporary poets to get together 
with the composers is a point on which I can 
heartily agree. 

There are, however, two objections I should like 
to raise: one, concerning Tin Pan Alley, and the 
other, folk songs. I agree with the disgusted feeling 
about Tin Pan Alley's "contributions" to the war 
effort so far. (My own experiences have been very 
sad-I have written no less than six songs, all of 
which in my prejudiced opinion are better and 
more to the point than the "Slap the J aps, etc."; 
and with fairly good connections in publishing houses 
I still have been unable to get the songs on the 
radio or "plugged" in the manner which makes a 
hit song.) I also agree that the Alley has produced 
very .little in the nature of real people's songs, but 
I am forced to point out that the machinery thus 
set up with the radio, the plugging, the name bands, 
the singers, and the millions who listen (not to 
forget the movie-musicals and their huge audiences) 
is the best that has been devised for the mass pro
duction times in which we live. 

The thing that started Ballad for Americans on 
its way was getting it excellently performed, by a 
great singer, on a major network. That setup is 

w.nat will put across the new song or songs of vic
tory. It will make possible their acceptance much 
more quickly and will insure the people singing 
them if they are worth while. There is always, of 
course, the danger of killing even a good thing by 
over-plugging. 

I think it is true that Tin Pan Alley alone will 
not produce the war song that is needed, because 
its writers have still not discovered that this is a 
people's war and that a fundamentally new ap
proach is necessary. After many trial-and-error at
tempts they have begun to get closer to what is 
needed in the lyrics of "That Is Worth Fighting 
For," among others. But the prgper approach will 
have to be started by progressive poets and song
writers, and backed (and plugged) by the unions 
and the labor movement first. With this organized 
strength, the Alley machinery can then be cracked. 

The second point is my major criticism of Mr. 
Sillen's article. In looking for a people's song in a 

.people's war, he should have looked not only among 
the completely commercial manifestations of Tin 
Pan Alley, but among the people themselves, the 
trade unions and progressive organizations. If he 
had, he would have seen signs of this rising new 
people's culture which has been a concomitant of 
all great people's movements in all history. 

The oustanding examples of good war songs 
which hit the nail on the head and are extremely 
catchy and singable are those of the Almanac 
Singers. "Ballad of the Reuben James," "Belt Line 
Girl," "Deliver the Goods," " 'Round and 'Round 
Hitler's Grave," to mention a few, are rousing and 
powerful songs which still haven't cracked through 
Tin Pan Alley, but are being sung all over the 
country by unions and other groups. I think it 
is inevitable that they will eventually be taken up 
and sung on the radio. In the meantime they are 
being written and sung. 

A very significant thing about these songs (and 
something truly new as far as Tin Pan Alley is 
concerned) is the fact that they are almost entirely 
based on tried and true Americana, the aid folk 
songs our common people have been singing ever 
since they arrived here. And they are sung, not 
with the syrupy sweetness of radio crooners, but 
with the deep honesty and simplicity of people who 
know what they are singing about. 

The boys in the army are doing a little composing 
on their own, too, and their songs would be worth 
investigating. 

Our great folk singers of the South and West 
are also composing songs like Leadbelly's "Tear 
Hitler Down," among many others. 

EARL ROBINSON. 

New York City. 

Cow Sense 
To NEw MASSEs: I saw this funny little item in 

my local newspaper the other day. I know your 
readers will enjoy it. 

"Himmler, Terboven, and Quisling took a ride 
in Norway one day and at one place a cow blocked 
the road and they had to stop. Himmler tried to 
make the cow go with nice talk. Terboven ordered 
it off the road in the name of the fuehrer, bur the 
cow refused to move. 

"Finally Quisling whispered something in the 
cow's ear. The cow gave him a scared look and 
left in high gear. 

"Terboven and Himmler demanded to know what 
he said to her, and finally he admitted he asked 
the cow if she would like to join Hitler's 'New 
Order.'" 

AR.TBt1R STONE. 

Tampa, Fla. 
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BOOKS and PEOPLE by SAMUEL SILLEN ·-· 

THE UNVANQUISHED 
Portrait of a man whose purpose was forged in the midst of defeat. Howard Fast's unforgettable novel of 

Washington leading his desperate army to victory. 

E VEN the most earthbound of reviewers 
must go around watching the skies 
for some new planet that may swim 

into his ken. More often than not he is dis
appointed. He gets impatient, becomes the 
victim of a wish-fantasy. But you can always 
tell when he lacks faith in his own eyes, be
cause the superlatives flow too glibly. When 
the real thing comes along, the authentic 
comet, one gets a sort of "Silent, upon a peak 
in Darien" feeling. The words come hard. 
They come hard when you finish reading 
Howard Fast's new novel about the Ameri
can Revolution, The U nvanquished (Duell, 
Sloan & Pearce. $2.50). For this story of 
Washington and his army during the last 
four months of 1776 is so intensely a part of 
your imaginative experience that it can scarce
ly be viewed with detachment. 

To call The Unvanquished a historical 
novel is to become conscious at once of the 
distance which separates it from most other 
works of its genre. I must confess that, while 
recognizing the value of historical fiction in 
theory, I have almost invariably been bored 
by it in actual reading. It is an oppressively 
open secret that in the past several years the · 
market has been flooded with mediocre books 
that were satisfactory neither as history nor as 
fiction. The historical novel tends to be a 
duffel-bag stuffed hurriedly with faded cos
tumes, synthetic romance, stereotyped intrigue, 
and the over-elaborate crockery that anyone 
can scrape together in a good public library. 
With bigotry thrown in to boot, as in Gone 
With the Wind and Oliver Wiswell, it be
comes altogether unbearable, of course. 

The exceptions are honorable, just as they 
are rare. But I can think of no American 
work of recent years, not even Leonard Ehr
lich's God's Angry Man, that so clearly breaks 
with the conventional notion of what a his
torical novel ought to be like. The U nvan
quished is as alive, as timely, as concentrated 
in its effect as a superb novel about the defense 
of Bataan or of Sevastopol might be. The 
author is immersed not in details but in men, 
and Washington, Greene, Knox, Haym Salo
mon, Nathan Hale emerge with all the vivid
ness of created characters and all the truth of 
real ones. For the general historical accuracy 
of the novel, writes Carl Van Doren, there 
can be only admiration. And one must say 
the same for the artistic projection of people 
and events which seem, across a century and 
a half, so proudly close to us today. 

Washington is at the center of the story. 
He dominates it, establishes its strength 
and coherency, just as he did the ragged band 
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of patriots during the heartbreaking days of 
the retreat through Manhattan, Westchester, 
and the Jerseys. The Washington we meet 
here has qothing in common with either the 
gilded legend of schoolbooks or the cynical 
version of the debunkers. He is a man, proud, 
lonely, troubled by doubts and a bitter sense 
of personal failure, whose strength is tested in 
the fire of a people's revolution. The wealthy 
Virginia foxhunter, lacking either the culture 
of a Jefferson or the brilliance of a Hamilton, 
had to remake and rediscover himself in the 
conflict. And as we see him overcoming his 
prejudices against the Yankees, against the 
rabble troops, we appreciate the stature of this 
man who earned, by his fortitude, resolution, 
and native wisdom, the undying claim to be 
the father of his country. In the midst of 
defeat his purpose was forged, and he became 
the single-minded leader of a people's war. 

HowARD FAST has given us this thoroughly 
credible Washington without trickery or 

rhetoric or false heroics. If his Virginian is more 
complex and understandable than that of pre· 
vious novelists, it is not because he has used in
genious psychological techniques or resorted to 
clever speculations. Primarily, Washington 
grows in action. His fate becomes inextricably 
woven with the fate of the Revolution in a 
way that had seemed impossible before his 
appointment as commander-in-chief. In the 
difficult days he had been attacked by home
sickness and he would recall his life at Mount 
Vernon, the leisured life of a foxhunter and 

Howard Fast 

farmer going over his accounts, drinking good 
Madeira, gloating over his winnings at cards 
-"the way a man lived, not too easily, yet 
not hard, bored a great deal with his own 
content and wanting an. adventure, a single, 
great glorious adventure." And when this 
adventure came it turned out to be a series 
of desperate retreats, holding on to the army 
that was dissolving. But as Tom Paine wrote 
on the battered drum that he used as a desk, 
"Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered. 
..• Heaven knows how to put a proper price 
upon its goods; and it would be strange indeed 
if so celestial an article as FREEDOM 
should not be highly rated. . . ." In the 
crisis Washington thought more and more 
sternly of freedom and his country, and he 
was ready to give up Mount Vernon forever. 

The portrait of Washington is remarkable, 
but what is perhaps even more striking is the 
fact that so affirmative a mood is created in 
a story toot deals with a series of military 
setbacks that were all but fatal. By concen
trating on these four bitter months, the author 
has given us a stern sense of the resources of 
determination and self-sacrifice that the vic
tory required. When Haym Salomon and a 
group of fellow patriots set fire to New York, 
because under the British occupation it was 
a poisoned thorn stuck in the American side, 
we see the scorched earth policy at work. The 
heroism of the Marblehead fishermen lies be
hind the valor of our men on the seas today. 
The tragic fall of Fort Washington, over
powered by superior forces, brings a pang of 
memory as we recall Corregidor. But the 
army of liberty fought on. And at the end of 
the novel, as Washington's decimated forces 
row back over the Delaware to surprise the 
Hessians on Christmas Day, we know that 
the commander's daring stroke will turn the 
tide, and we have a powerful feeling, even 
aside from the assurance of history, that these 
men will never lose. 

These men-most of them so incredibly 
youthful: Knox, the bookseller, now chief of 
American artillery, a fat, bright-eyed young 
man of twenty-six; violet-eyed Alexander 
Hamilton, the sharp boy of nineteen; Nathan 
Hale, the Connecticut schoolteacher, martyr 
at twenty-one. These, together with Greene, 
Putnam, and others, looked upon Washington 
as a god, worshipping the skinny foxhunter, 
ready to follow at whatever risk, though torn 
by their desire for home and family. Clinging 
to the desperate cause, many of these men 
around Washington have been forgotten, and 
it is good to see them resurrected as human 
beings who gave all they had for American 
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freedom. And it is good, also, to see schemers 
lik:e Charles Lee or Major Wilkinson de
picted unforgettably as traitors, so that this 
lesson too will burn its way through to our 
own war. 

T HESE figures and events are treated not 
only with wonderful understanding but 

with great art. The story has a rich texture, 
·a sure consistency. There are, fortunately, 
no false notes here, no prefabricated love 
interest, no melodrama. "There are no fic
tional characters in this story," writes Howard 
Fast in an afterword; "for each name, a man 
lived, playing his part much as detailed here. 
Bqt I wanted them to come alive, feeling that 

at such a time as this there is need for those 
half-forgotten men to live again and do their 
deeds once more, and join in the battle of all 
men of good will against the forces of evil. 
And therefore I put thoughts into their 
minds and let them speak: words of which 
there is no record." The thoughts are just and 
the words are just. For the spirit of reverence 
is not forced or stilted. The spirit of rever
ence is reflected in the -precision with which 
episodes have been selected ; the economy of 
style; the sustained animation of the narra
tive. The past merges with the present in this 
distinguished novel by a young American 
writer. 

SAMUEL SrLLEN. 

BOOKS IN REVIEW 

THI! FOIU!IGNERS, by Preston Schoyer. Dodd, Mead. 
$2.75. 

PRESTON ScHOYER's novel studies the life 
of a foreign community, Shawei, within a 

Chinese provincial capital from about 1935 
to 1938. Shawei comprised the usual assort
ment of special interests, divided among a 
variety of creeds and nationalities. Mr. 
Schoyer is particularly interested in the men 
and women who work in the religious institu
tions largely maintained by foreign endow
ments. Thus, the central figure of the novel 
is a young man who has come out to teach 
English in the Shawei Boys' School; two im
portant characters are doctors in the hospital 
of the mission foundation; and the history of 
the most influential mission of Shawei is re
vealed th~ough Dr. Sowerby, the last repre
sentative of this mission dynasty. 

Mr. Schoyer wants, first of all, to show 
just what living in China means to these 
members of the foreign community. In the 
first half of the novel the community appears 
as an island in the disturbed cross-currents of 
Chinese life. The irony of this alienation is 
illuminated by Mr. Schoyer in many' ways. 
For there is not only the isolation which 
comes from a privileged and special position. 
There are forces of disintegration at work: 
within the community-doubt, frustration, the 
blindness of self-righteous convictions-fur
thered by the disruptive policies of the mis
sionary Sowerby, a "spiritual" leader guided 
by the threadbare white myth that the Chinese 
are depraved and childish heathen. 

Sowerby exerts an influence which is hostile 
to the developing political needs of the Chi
nese. The mission foundation, an oil company, 
has a "stake" in China; in Sower by the fanati
cism of the first generation missionaries has 
thinned out into an obsession for the glorifica
tion of their works. Just as the commercial 
representatives smugly regard the gunboat in 
the river as the ultimate protector of their 
privileges, so Sowerby looks forward to a 
"stable" regime in China for the perpetuation 

of his mission dynasty. He believes the Japa
nese invasion promises this long-desired sta
bility. 

In the leisurely pace of this half of the 
novel, Mr. Schoyer has realistically presented 
a group of uneasy, unhappy human beings, 
restlessly drawing upon each other's resources, 
baffled by their isolation. Most of them have 
given up the effort to "understand" China; 
they do their work: tirelessly, from conscience 
or pride, but the ideas of duty, of a destiny 
to be fulfilled, of an earlier day, have no 
meaning for them. Almost all of them have a 
feeling of futility, and a fear of examining 
the future. 

The teacher Peter Achilles is set apart from 
his fellow Westerners by his capacity for ab
sorbing new experience and his desire to learn 
something from China. The slow process of 
his learning is the positive, compelling purpose 
in the novel. 

Yet Peter Achilles' first contact with China 
terminates in a sense of personal defeat, and 
he returns to America. His despair has been 
sharpened by the rejection of the girl he has 
loved. The brief American interlude some
what restores his perspective; he begins to see 
the political forces that are shaping events in 
China in relation to world-wide developments. 
About a half year after the Japanese invasion 
of the mainland, he is again in Shawei. 

The second half ·of the novel describes the 
physical disintegration of the foreign com
munity and Peter's experiences there in the 
war. Driving an ambulance, helping refugees, 
and assisting at the hospital, Peter Achilles 
sees Chinese life at close range. Through the 
grim facts of war he sees a China in which the 
artificial barriers of the foreign community 
have crumbled to pieces, along with the bricks 
and mortar of the mission walls shattered by 
Japanese bombs. Only reactionaries lik:e 
Sowerby are unaware that the anomaly has 
ceased to exist. 

The conditions of wartime also bring 
Peter the love of a Chinese girl, Li Meilan. 
This kind of experience before had seemed 
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to him reserved for the rare individuals like 
Mr. Donovan who had long ago surrendered 
their Western identity. The death of Li Mei
lan in an air raid serves to bring to a crisis 
the long standing conflict within Peter. The 
old feelings of "futility and deadness" return, 
intensified by the accumulated weight of his 
weariness with his unorganized activity, and, 
as once before, he thinks the time has come 
for a retreat to America. "He wanted to teach 
again, to teach in peace. But he could feel it 
creeping to America, and then as here he 
would have to put his books away." 

So Peter Achilles stays on in China. At 
the end of the novel, when he is once more 
reconciled to carrying on in his small way for 
the cause of China, we feel that he has at last 
overcome his passivity. Through his senses he 
has absorbed the China which eluded his 
understanding. 

As a first novel, The Foreigners is a dis
tinct achievement. Though Mr. Schoyer's 
realistic examination of the life of the Shawei 
community has an obvious psychological in
terest, he has not been satisfied with a mere 
amplification of the Grand Hotel formula to 
his restricted social group. In the novels of 
Pearl Buck and Lin Yutang we have seen that 
the physical impact of the war in China on 
individual lives has been a theme of multiple 
attraction. Preston Schoyer has responded to 
this attraction, and the significance of this 
theme has not escaped him. Though his writ
ing is uneven in its powers of representation, 
and though he must learn to organize his ma
terials less with an eye for amplitude of detail 
and more for sharpness of effect, he has writ
ten a mature and noteworthy novel. 

ALAN BENOIT. 

A Copperhead Book 
LINCOLN AND THE RADICALS, by T. Harry Williams. 
University of Wisconsin Press. $3. 

I N THE delicate language of Mr. Williams, 
the Radicals during the Civil War, i.e., 

those who wanted an all-out war for the. de
struction of the slave system, were fanatical, 
impractical, envious, raffish, frenzied, gloating, 
mendacious inquisitors, conspirators, Judases. 
A writer essaying the tremendous task of 
delineating the most critical years in the life 
of Abraham Lincoln who never uses the basic 
studies of his subject-the works of Herndon, 
W eik, Barton, Charnwood, Hertz, and Sand
burg. No wonder he emerges with a "wily," 
"scared," "harried," "chess-piece." The im
mortal Lincoln a "chess-piece"! 

Are there, then, no heroes? Yes, at least 
two-George B. McClellan who, "if the poli
ticians had let him alone might have won the 
Civil War," and Robert E. Lee, the "great" 
and "redoubtable" one. Does Mr. Williams 
have other spasms of tenderness? Yes. When 
the filthy New York Herald in December 
1861 drips treason in such sentences as: "If 
the factious abolition leaders do not speedily 
draw in their horns, they may find in General 
McClellan such a tartar as the Lord Parlia-
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ment found in Cromwell, and the Council of 
Five Hundred in Napoleon Bonaparte," this 
is lightly dismissed as "an mjudicious threat." 
And a letter written by a Wall Street gold 
speculator and McClellan's political manager, 
Samuel L. Barlow, in January 1862, propos
ing capitulation to the demands of the Con
federacy, is also characterized as merely "in
judicious." 

The choice and use of sources are indicative 
of the author's values. To sum up an evalua
tion of Benjamin Wade, one of the most in
teresting and neglected figures in American 
life, he quotes seventy words of a pen portrait 
appearing in the New York Herald mentioned 
above, while his character sketch of Zachariah 
Chandler includes a slanderous piece from a 
leading western Copperhead organ. The same 
non-partisan source is quoted to round out the 
picture of Gen. David Hunter, an Abolition
ist, to the effect that he was a "hanger-on at 
Washington, doing dirty jobs for the War 
Department" -the same man to whom Lin
coln occasionally turned for particularly im
portant work since, as he wrote, Hunter was 
"a man of large experience." 

Occasionally Mr. Williams throws in a 
slander of his own without the show of de
tachment which a footnote offers, as when 
he broadly hints that Stevens was a drunkard. 
This is particularly unhappy since during most 
of his adult life Thaddeus Stevens was a total 
abstainer, and believed, as he put it, that there 
was "no hope for one who even tastes strong 
drink." Other snide remarks about the gullibil
ity or cowardice of Negroes are more serious 
and have as little relationship to the truth. 
The above are offered as but a few examples 
of Mr. Williams' misuse or misinterpretation 
of sources, which is, indeed, characteristic of 
the entire work. 

As with sources, so with motives. Mr. Wil
liams experiences no difficulty and exercises 
no hesitation in tackling the historian's most 
complex task-the unearthing of individual 
motivation. With no documentation, but 
rather and repeatedly by mere assertion, the 
author makes sordid and reprehensible, crass 
and vulgar, the motives of every Radical, or 
the temporary, converted type like Hooker 
and Grant. 

At no point does the author make clear the 
meaning of the Civil War, and the mortal 
character of the battle. At no point does he 
show how serious was the treason in the North, 
and how closely affiliated therewith was the 
Democratic Party. Since this is so, the deadly 
earnestness of the Radicals seems fantastic or 
stupid or affected, and their policies appear 
iniquitous and cruel. 

Finally, Mr. Williams persists in dealing 
with the demands of the Radical Republi
cans, on the same level as the demands of the 
Copperheads, and slaveholders. That, I sup
pose, is academic objectivity-refusing to take 
sides. Of course it is nothing of the kind, for 
by dealing with the Radicals on the same level 
as with the reactionary elements of society 
one demeans the former to the position of the 
latter. HERBERT APTHEKER. 

For a 
MsSICD:IF JULY -FULL 

of Summer Fun 
COME TO UNITYI 

The full summer joys in the fresh 
Berkshire air • • • all the sports 
• • • all the games • • • all the 
delicious food you can eat ••• 
all your favorite people- await 
you at Unity. 

FULL STAFF _____ .ALL SPORTS 
AL Moss. ________ swlmmlna 

LAURA DUNCAN. ___ .Jaseball 
ELMER BURNSTEIN .. ____ Tennls 
ELEANOR BAGLEY ___ .... Handball 
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Summer Vacations 

Rates $24-$25 wk.; $4.50 day 
Oliee 1 1 Ualoa Sqaa.--AL 4-BO:W 
Go to UaUy by Tralal (N.Y. Ceatnl) 

This Adult Camp • •• 

Gloucester, Mass. 
ABRAM RESNICK 

Director 

in safe little sheltered cove near 
picturesque Gloucester. Saltwater 
swimming, sailing, boating and 
fishing on premises. Dancing, ten· 
nis, trips and sll sports. Six hours 
by train from New York. 

Write for booklet and rates 

CAMP GEORGE-SUMMER SHANGRI-LA 
MONROE. N. Y. ELEVATION 1200 FEET 

Spend a glorious vacation in acres of scenic wonders and 
unspoiled country. Summer bungalows. Electricity. mod· 
ern plumbing. SPORTS- Swimming at Gur lakefront, 
handball. tennis. ping-pGng, etc. Rustic! 45 miln froa1 
the city. Bus and train connections. 

J. ROSMARIN Glenmore 5-1160 

Pltue your order with 

LEON BENOFF 
General Insurance Office 

391 East 149th Street, N. Y. C. 
MElrose 5-0984 

for 

WAR RISK 
INSURANCE 

at very low rates because coverage is 
provided through the facilities of the 

War Damage Corporation, Washington, 
D. C., a U. S. Government Institution. 

Protect your home, business establish
ments, personal belongings, etc. 

Automatic coverage, existing since Pearl 
Harbor, is expiring now. 
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of 

USSR 
28" x 44" in color 

Showing boundaries o£ June 1941. New loeatlons of 
Soviet industry-transportation &ystems-new war 
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INDISPENSABLE FOR THE STUDENT 
OF WAR 
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AMERICAN RUSSIAN INSTITUTE 
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NEW MASSES Classified Ads 
SOc e line. Payable in Advance. Min. charge $1.50 
Approx. 7 words to a line Deadline Fri. 4 p.m. 

APARTMENTs-ROOMS 

Share beautifully FURNISHED Apt., modern, free access 
entire apartment, Brooklyn Heights, telephone, very rea· 
sonable. Reply New Masses, Box 1796. 

FURS 

SKILLED FUR CRAFTSMAN with factory in whole· 
sale district offers you exceptionally low rates on remod· 
eling, repairing, cleaning, glazing and custom-made gar· 
ments. STORAGE. PLEASE ASK FOR MR. ARMAND. 
145 West 30 St., N. Y. C. Armand et Soeur, Ch. 4-1424. 

INSURANCE 

PAUL CROSBIE and CARL BRODSKY- whatever 
your needs- FREQUENT SAVINGS, 799 Broadway, 
TRADE .UNION AGENCY. Tel. GRamercy 7-5978. 

LAUNDRY 

FOUR STAR HAND LAUNDRY-excellent work-very 
reasonable-also FRENCH Dry Cleaning. Call & deliver. 
404 E. 10 St. GR 3-1869. 

SCHOOLs-INSTRUCTION 

SUMMER PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES-Basic Tech· 
niqu~; Advcd. Technique, attention to photographs Civil
ian vvar Effort. 8 W'ks, $15. Union m'bers $10. Catalo~. 
PHOTO LEAGUE, 31 E. 21 St., N. Y. C. GR 5-8704. 

PIANO TUNING 

PIANO TUNING, regulating, repairing and voicing. 
Member Nat'! Ass'n Piano Tuners, Inc. Ralph J, Apple· 
ton, 505 Fifth Avenue. Tel. MUrray Hill 2-3757. 

VACATION RESORTS 

EAST HILL FARM, Youngsville, Sui!. Co., N. Y. 
Mountaintop hideaway. Modern. Colorful rooms, rustic 
dining room. Swim, tennis. And food 1 Mmmmm I $20 wk., 
$3.50 daily July 4th. Tel. Jeffersonvilte 78FZ1. BOOK· 
LET. Managers: Those Young City Slickers. 

WANTED-FOR NEW MASSES 

THE FOLLOWING ISSUES 
1985-November 19; 1936-All Issues; 1937-February 
23; March 2, 9; October 12; November 2, 16; 1938-
March 15, 22, 29; April 12; September 20 ; 1989-
May 2 16; August 29; November 28; 1940-April 2; 
July 28; September 3; October 22; 1941-February 11, 
18, and all copies from July 1 to December 31; 1942-
March 24. 

SUBSTANTIAL COMM.ISSIONS FOR NM SUBS will 
be paid throughout the campaign for 5,000 new readers. 
For details communicate with Martha Strumpf, Circula
tion Mgr., New Masses, 461 Fourth Ave., N. Y. C. 
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A False Novel 
THE niENDS OF THE PEOPLE, by Alfred Neumann. 
Macmillan. $2.50. 

ALFRED NEUMANN is a practiced novelist 
specializing in the field of historical 

novels. In two previous books, Another Ca:sar 
and Gaudy Empire, he has dealt with the 
reign of the despotic Napoleon Third in 
France. Now he carries the story one step 
further and in his present volume treats the 
period of the downfall of the French Second 
Empire and the Paris Commune. 

To Neumann, however, the Commune is 
not a heroic page in France's history when the 
·common people of Paris "stormed the heav
ens" against the Prussian invaders of Bis
marck and the French Versaillais of Thiers. 
On the contrary, he depicts it as a period of 
chaos and confusion, blood and cruelty, op
portunism, fanaticism, lust for power, and 
senseless repression. The great figures of the 
Commune-like Blanqui, Rochefort, Louise 
Michel, Delescluze, Rigault, Flourens-are 
either lifeless puppets or caricatures. In fact 
the entire history of the Commune seems to 
serve only as a sanguinary backdrop for Mr. 
Neumann's shadowy' love-story of a sixteen
year-old revolutionary, Pierre Cagnoncle, and 
a woman much older than himself and of a 
higher social station, Leonie Leon. The social 
import and the genuinely national and patri
otic aspects of the Commune seem lost on the 
author, who prefers to spend long chapters 
describing the gifted but dissolute poet, Paul 
V erlaine, sipping absinthe in a Paris cafe and 
composing his lyrical songs in the midst of 
the squalor, drunkenness, and horrors of civil 
war. 

Why this definitely unfavorable interpreta
tion of the Commune? The answer may be 
found in the author's choice of Clemenceau 
as the only praiseworthy political figure in the 
book. And the following lines reveal his anti
historical bias: "For had the masses ever had 
any connection with their true leaders, with 
the martyrs, the anchorites, the preachers in 
the wilderness, and the fanatical forerunners? 
Had he, Clemenceau, not realized the tragic 
difference between the friends of the peo
ple and the people's favorites, devotion to 
the people and popularity .... Must each true 
friend of the people be condemned by the 
people to despise humanity and die a misan
thrope?" 

Neumann's book with its hollowly ironic 
title contrasts with a novel treating the same 
period, Les Massacres de Paris, by Jean Cas
sou. Unfortunately American publishers have 
never seen fit to ha~e this warm and glowing 
account of the Commune translated and re
lease it. Cassou himself, it seems, was only 
recently arrested in unoccupied France by 
the Vichy authorities because of his devotion 
to the French people. 

The Commune is in the great and heroic 
tradition of France. Now more than ever we 
Americans must realize that France has been 
the classic land of national revolutionary up
surge and must help the French people to 

rise up against the hated Nazi invaders and 
their traitorous French Quislings. 

Neumann's Friends pf the People is unsat
isfactory not only because it is a disjointed 
novel which seems to lose itself in a maze of 
details and never gets anywhere, but-and 
this is the essential point-because it distorts 
the meaning and significance of the Paris 
Commune. As a historical novel it does a dis
service to the history of France. The lessons 
of 1870-71 are being learned by French pa
triots today, but they are neither misanthropes, 
cynics, fanatics, nor dupes. They are true 
friends of the people; and their efforts will 
be crowned with victory. 

DAVID BENEDICT. 

Life in Na.z:iland 
PEOPLE UNDER HITLER, by W al/ace Deuel. Har
court, Brace, and Co. $3.50. 

BERLIN correspondent of the Chicago Daily 
News for the years 1934-41, Wallace 

Deuel has been in a most favorable position 
to develo19 a complete, well-rounded picture 
of existence under the Nazis. In a calm dis
passionate manner he has described the social 
relationships and patterns of existence under 
the "new order" and has thus given us a grim 
perspective of what our life would be like if 
we should lose the war. 

Deuel has concentrated on the "human" 
aspects of Nazi "civilization," studying the 
effects of Hitler's rule on such normal proc
esses of life as love, marriage, education, labor, 
wages, and racial relationships. He has tried, 
moreover, to find an explanation for the N a
zis' rise to power and their ability to main
tain the regime. 

But the greatest asset of People Under 
Hitler lies in its sober and detailed picturiza
tion of the "normal" routine of life in Ger
many. Such a chapter as "No Private Lives" 
records the ways in which the feverish striv
ings of the Nazis for economic self-sufficiency 
led,. step by step, from the regulation of the 
family diet and restaurant menus to the co
ordination of tombstone architecture. The 
wanton denial of the freedom to love and 
marry except by Nazi permission, the super
vision over the naming of children, and the 
control over the time a husband could spend 
with his family-these became the established 
mores of Nazi society. 

The Nazi relegation of women to an in
ferior position is well known, but the follow
ing quotation from Heinrich Rimmler on the 
subject presents the complete philosophy re
sponsible for this attitude: "Beyond the bor
ders of possibly necessary bourgeois laws, cus
toms and views, it will now be the great task 
of German women and girls of good blood to 
become, even outside the marriage bond, and 
not in frivolity but in deep moral earnestness, 
the mothers of the children of soldiers going 
off to war." Deuel has very intelligently noted 
down scores of such significant remarks from 
authoritative Nazi leaders. 
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A keen observer of life under the Nazis, 
Mr. Deuel is less satisfactory when he at
tempts to account for the rise of fascism in 
Germany. He tends to draw conclusions from 
a surface examination of psychological phe
nomena-mass "frustration," "inner instabil
ity," etc.-without taking into account the 
causative factors of economic and class rela
tionships. That he does not understand the 
Soviet Union and its historic contribution to 
the struggle against Hitlerism (the book was 
completed before the attack on the Soviet 
Union) , is another example of a lack of his
torical perspective. Undoubtedly, Mr. Deuel's 
later experiences as a correspondent in the 
USSR have helped clarify his thinking on this 
subject. 

But People Under Hitler is an important 
contribution to our understanding of what life 
would be like under Nazi domination. Deuel 
underlines the fact that we are fighting against 
a brutal nightmarish existence, and that we 
fight not only for ourselves but for the op
pressed within Germany. 

s. N. STONE. 

Brief Reviews 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING CONTRACTS, Bureau of Na
tional A/fairs. $7.50. 

Union officers and business agents will 
appreciate the value of this volume more 
than the layman will. It is the sort of tech
nical handbook which anyone negotiating with 
employers will need more than almost any 
other book on the market. 

Its first section consists of some eighty-four 
pages containing essays by two labor research 
directors and six other persons experienced 
in the field of collective bargaining. The real 
meat of the book, which runs for over 500 
pages, is called "Contract Clause Finder." 
Here are listed nearly 2,000 typical clauses 
from actual union agreements, arranged un
der fifty-four different headings. They cover 
every topic from "rest periods" and "pro
duction speed" to "sabotage" and "sleeping 
on duty.'' Some forty typical clauses are given 
relating to the "closed shop" and "union 
shop," the union and the employing corpora
tion being named in each case. A topical index 
is included which makes these clauses very 
easy to find. 

Another part of the book gives the full 
texts of thirteen important collective bar
gaining agreements, some made with AFL, 
some with CIO, and some with so-called 
"independent" unions. They include the Ford 
agreement and the TV A contract covering 
construction employees, as well as agreements 
in steel, coal, shipbuilding, chemicals, print
ing, trucking, and other industries. 

The Bureau of National Affairs, which 
issued the book, is a commercial organization 
that has served both employers and union 
officials well with its two weekly digests, 
Labor Relations Reporter and Wage and 
Hour Reporter, weekly summaries of de
velopments relating to legislation and court 
decisions in these fields. 
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R. R. Station: Pawling, N. Y. 
Tel.: Hopewell Junotlon 2161 

Only 65 Miles from N. Y. C. 
EVERY CONCEIVABLE 
SPORT & RECREATION 

Golf FREE on Premises 
Tennis e Night Tennis e Handball 
e Swimming e Boating e Horseback 

Baseball e Cyclinf, etc. 
SOCIAL AND ATHLETIC STAFFS 

Our Food is Tops! 

GALA 
JULY 4th WEEK-END. 

SPECIAL RATES 
Under IUre«icn of-

PAUL WOLFSON & SOL ROTH A USER 
N. Y. Offtoe: 170 BroadwQ 

Tel.: COrtlandt 7·3958 

~,~lNG ·TENNIS. ~~\lMIN7q,. 
~-~ :;,.,. 5;,.. •• ..J .All'. S,.,./1... ~ 
- Through every c:rowded hout I 
:I: at this mountain-top beauty CD 
~ apot. Fun-full days of atimu- j!: 
':" lating sports on lake and land ':"' 
C!t ••• pleasure packed evenings Z 
z: with AI Saxe's peppy musicals • 
iS and Sidney Bechet's dance- ; 
Cii: able numbers. As for creature Cl 
• comforts .•• the best in food .•• .;_ 

::I plus all-convenience log cab- ::D 
OCC ins and bungalows. §! 
CIQ "' :; N. Y Off. 33 W. 42nd St. PI 6-3063 !l 
-=-: ''· .. ID 

MAMANASCO LAKE LODGE 

Formerly t.owltohn'a Eatato OPEN ALL YEAR 
225-acre estate. Tennis, Golf, SWimming, Bieyoles, Hanct-

::~~l.in~~g-::~~a~y~m"t~~ln:isl~~~'l:v dano~c:;,f~: 
Incomparable surroundinga. Tel.: Highland"''tillt 7895. 

Your Hostess: Fannie Goldberg 

BUY US 
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and 
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KINGS & DESPERATE MEN: LIFE IN J!IGHTEENTH-CI!N

TURY ENGLAND, by Louis Kronenberger. Knopf. $3. 

This is a most interesting book, written 
with more than a trace of the eighteenth cen
tury's own literary style. It is restful reading 
that goes well with a long winter evening by 
the fire, and is good for many qmet chuckles 
and mellow head-noddings. But it is not a 
book that one would bitterly attack, or warmly 
and widely recommend. Kronenberger avoids 
the cruder defects into which his book might 
have fallen. He does not indulge in the sex 
scandal which eighteenth century biography 
so richly provides, nor does he overlook diffi
cult complexities in order to discover neat 
little complexes. But surely it is not too much 
to ask of so obviously honest and conscientious 
a writer on social history--even of one who, 
as Kronenberger does in his preface, disclaims 
"analysis of economic forces" and "ignores 
movements like the Agrarian and Industrial 
Revolutions"-that his chapters on "The 
Poor" and "The World Below" be above that 
kind of cultured disdain for the vagaries of 
the unwashed rabble such as in more raucous 
language must have emanated from Dr. John
son himself. You can treat lightly of Sheraton 
sideboards and the fashions at Bath, but you 
have an obligation to pause before you easily 
dismiss problems of economic privation. For 
without the labor exacted from Hogarth's 
mass characters, there would have been no 
wealthy purses to finance Garrick's plays, 
Lady Mary's salons, or Bolingbroke's in
trigues. These are things this book describes 
superlatively well-but social history must 
include the Deserted Village. 

THE NEW SOLDti!R'S HANDBOOK. Penguin Books, Inc., 
and the Infantry Journal, Inc. 25c. 

Men who expect to be called up for Army 
service will find this a most valuable guide. 
It includes the official US Army Manual, 
required reading for all soldiers, and contains 
a wide range of essential facts about the 
organization and techniques of the American 
Army. The Handbook will answer most 
questions which prospective soldiers are asking 
and considerably lessen their initial problems 
of orientation. 

CANADA MOVES NORTH, by Richard Finnie. Macmil
lan. $3.50. 

This book is something of a one-volume 
encyclopedia of Arctic and sub-Arctic Canada. 
Mr. Finnie discusses the vast potentialities of 
the 1,300,000 square miles of this rich and 
practically unpopulated region. He writes 
with conviction and knowledge. He suggests 
that the social and economic development of 
the Canadian North is a gigantic enterprise 
that must some day be undertaken. One is 
inevitably reminded of the stupendous work 
accomplished by the Soviet Union in its simi
larly wealthy but previously neglected Arctic 
and sub-Arctic lands. 

Mr. Finnie is today employing his expert 

r::REEN MANSIONS 
CJ welcomes you to 
its theatre, lounge, 
cocktail bar, sundecks, 
Log Cabin Clubhouse, 
each room with pri
vate bath. Private golf 
course, lake, 13 cham-
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Directors 

N.Y. C. office: 11 W. 42nd St. 
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N. Y. OFFICE: Tfl. l0-5-5857 
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Dlreetor: Saml LeTeJUon. 
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summer outdoor activities of swimming, tennis, bicycling, 
etc. RATES REASONABLE. Make early reservations. 

Featuring Foner Brothers. Sul!llpended Swing. IDler• 
pretatlon-"Newa of the Week" by Dr. Philip Foaer. 

ARROWHEAD LODGE-ELLENVILLE, N. Y.-Tel.: 502 

ULSTER PARK, N. Y. PHONE KINGSTON 1329 

On the Mountain Lake Esopus, overlooking the beautiful 
Hudson River. Social staff, dancing, all water & land 
sports. Fine cuisine, most .modern improvements. 

DIRECTIONS: TRAIN-BUS-BOAT TO KINGSTON 
WEEKLY RATE FROM $25 

J. 1. Doroshkin, Director, 545 Fifth Avenue 
MUrray Hill 2·4217 
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Far eff the beaten 1ath. EIIVIIIIOII 2500 ft. 
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COME TO 
BEACON 

A 
STAR 

SPANGLED 
WEEK-END 

BY BOAT 
FOR A HAPPY FOURTH I 
A pleasant river trip up the Hud
son to start ,-our hollday right ,. • 

A happy·go-lueky holiday oar
rounded by nature at Ita belt ••• 
water sports in the cool, clear 
lake or Be aeon 'a own natural 
mountain pool • • • all aport• 
f'acilities, concerts, group elngla., 
wiener roasts, dancing to the Bea· 
con. Buddies Band. 

STAY AND PLAY ATt 

l'fell'lla Braaoh, SaD. Ce-. l'f. T. 
Tel. Callloooa 9S 

l'l'l•ate Lake. AU Sporto, Daaeia11, D .... 
aadeo, Marlonettee, Maol .. leo, Ra .... a 

Bar• Broadway Theatre A.rtl•t• 
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:~h1..:~ ::u~~~:~-;:c:t~J\o "Mr,::..:.v~.~rr!r::· ~~ 
CO S-!1000 City la(o,....atlon: Dlokeno 2-5786 

A New Vacation Idea :: 
Summer School for 
Democracy et Fishkill, N. Y. 

en II 00 ecre estate in the Berkshire foothills. 
AU the SPorts-all the Fun-all the 
Entertainment-plus classes with 
Dr. Howard Selsam, Morris U. 
Schappes, Dr. Philip Foner and 
others-equals a one or two week 
vacation you'll remember all year. 

RESERVATION: FOR INFORMATION: 
$30 PER WEEK FOR SCHOOL FOR DEMOCRACY 
ACCOMMODATIONS 13 ASTOR PLACE 

AND TUITION GR. 7-4086 

' SACKS FARM sa?ei~~9o~· Y. t Unusually beautiful countryside; pine 
woods, restful; all conveniences, finest 
Am.-Jewish cooking. Sports, horse· 
back riding. 

LOW RATES BOOKLET 

CAMP BUCHAN AN 
formerly .. Followers of the Tra.u•• 

offers its facilities for a pleasant vacation 
Tennis - Handball - Ping-Pong - Swimming -

Dancing - Entertainment - Delicious food 
$19.00 per Week 

Fare by N. Y. Central train. 87c. Day Line boat to Indian 
Point, $1.45 round trip 

Buchanan, N. Y. - phone Peekskill 2879 

MERRIEWOODE 
A CAMP FOil ADULTS STODDARD, N. B. 

FOB YOUl\ JllNJOn.o:NT: Beautltal IDIIhlaD4 Lab. 
10 mil• 1..,.. wllb aood llllhiDJ" and tree aoe ot boatlo 
an4 .... -. ~~~~ hlldDa: oblootl- lbrouall wood· 
liDd trallo. Jl'lne - an4 b&ndhall -· -. shullloboant. """'...,.· rill...,.. -uet, plna-IJODL ete. 
latelli..,..t. 1Ja7 CCIIJliiUllonllhtp. S28 " S32 -ly. 
Noo·Seotarian. OLIVE H. G. BARON. Dlr. 
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knowledge of the North in behalf of the US
Canadian joint war effort, acting as Dr. 
Stefansson's Canadian representative. 

HISTORY OF TH.E UNITED STATES FOOD ADMINISTRA

TION, 1917-1919, by William C. Mullendore. Stan
ford University Press. $4.50. 

This is the eighteenth volume in the series 
of elaborately documented publications issued 
by the Hoover Library on War, Revolution, 
and Peace. Written by a staff member of 
President Wilson's Food Administration, this 
volume tells the inside official story of how 
our government tried to regulate, control, and 
administer the nation's "food front" during 
the first world war. Completely devoid of 
anything faintly resembling human interest, 
the work: is nevertheless interesting as source 
material for the study of problems that are 
urgent and complex today. 

THE NEW DAY, by Jules Romains. Alfred A. Knopf. 
$3. 

In this volume Romains .sends his "men 
of good will" on a trip to the USSR of 1922. 
Pierre J allez, "introspective, poetic, subtle," 
(who has tired readers of this novel for ten 
volumes by his discussions with Jean Jer
phanion, another Romains poet), wangles an 
assignment from the League of Nations and 
a Chicago newspaper to visit the Soviet Union. 
This youth chooses as his companion Stephen 
Bartlett, an English journalist, who will re
mind you constantly of Louis Fischer, if not 
Eugene Lyons. Before leaving they meet an 
emigre, Poliapof, who plans to return to the 
Ukraine and engage in counter-revolutionary 
activity. The men of good will immediately 
offer their assistance. 

In Odessa, Bartlett and Jallez are shod.::d 
that the trees have been cut down for fuel; 
that passports are examined carefully; and 
that the authorities insist on checking their 
articles out of the country. To relieve the 
monotony, Romains smuggles in seduction 
scenes that prove even more boring. The 
New Day is almost as dull as it is false. 

UNCLE DUDLEY, by Wright Morris. Harcourt, Brace 
~ Co. $2.50. 

Eight men and a boy start eastward from 
Los Angeles in a decrepit Marmon with 
Uncle Dudley as arbiter and philosopher-in
chief. They cross the country quarreling, 
laughing, pooling what little money they have, 
and several of them wind up in a southern 
jail. Mr. Morris' writing is hard-boiled, and 
at times sharp and penetrating. Several in
cidents are effective highlights, and the char
acterization is lusty. On the whole, however, 
the novel doesn't come off. Too much time 
and space are devoted to the jail scenes, and 
frequently the writing is so terse that it is 
hard to follow. Uncle Dudley's philosophy, 
of which there is a great deal, is quite adoles
cent and soon grows tiresome. That Mr. 
Morris can write well is evident, but he fails 
to do so with any considerable degree of 
consistency. 

In the Berkshire& 

CAMP COLEBROOK 
Colebrook River, 

Conn. 
formerly an exclusive 

Country Club 
e PrlTate lake aurronnded by 300 aere• of plaea 

and bemloek.e. 
e Artlstle bungalows facing lake. 
e Teanis, handball, ping-pong. 
e Croquet green, arehery. 
e Social activities- muele- danelni!J. 
WOrth 2-3458, Evenings Winsted 237-4 

JULY RATES $30-$35 

Camp Lakeland 
Hopewell Jua.etioa, N.Y. 

On the Beautiful Sylvan Lake 
( .. Sports Loven' Paradise .. -L••rer Rod....,.) 

:':~ _ Excellent Accommodations 
:::::- - .. · Top-Notch Entertainment 
(~ --"> • 
~~- ~ CITY OFFICE: 
l Union Square Phone: GR. 7-8659 

• Camp cars leave daily from 
2i00 Bronx Park East - OL 5-6900 

• TAXI and BUS SERVICE 
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW 

7fte Woodlat-tds 
FOR THE SPIRITED: Tonnlo - llandbalt - IWimmlng -
ping.pong - badminton - archery - mountain trallo - fish· 
ing. FOR THE LAZY BONES: Well-otocked library- Indoor 
games - musical recordings - apectaoular country - good ' 
eating. Tel.: Phoenicia 33F4. 

SIGGIE GOLONER. PHOENICIA. NEW YORK 

MAHOPAC. N. Y. Tet. Mahopao 9113 

60 miles from N. Y.: 140 aeros rustlo ocuntry, secluded, 
healthful. Excellent American oulsine. Wood burning tire 
place, sports. Families accommodated. 

JULY AND AUGUST RATE&-$27.50 PER WEEK. 

Write lor -lot M MRS. G. POPPER 

ARCADIA 
FISHKILL. II. Y. .,._: ·- 1Z7 :,,: ~~wv:=~.=,:r.,,":.P=. .,u=.,tra!~ .. ~ 
Indoor and outdoor sporte. 

Special Ratoo for Grou,. 
Matte Reeervatlona Now R. R. Station: B-. II. Y. 

LOCUST GROVE FARM 
SYLVAN LAKE, HOPEWELL JUNCTION, N.Y. 
A "oatalllah" Informal plaoe ovM"Iooldng mllee of -le 

hills In tower Dutchess County. 
All aporb-Barn Danoes-Neerby lak-opon all ,_ 

Just 55 miles from N- York. 
UMITED ACCOMMODATIONS-LOW RATES 

GEORGE A. PDDORSON. Locust Grove Far1 .. 
Cl" Phone: SH 3-471&-Hop-elt Junotlon, Phone 4Z F II 

TANGLEWOOD 
WOODSTOCK. NEW YORK 

For a Taeatioa or weekea.d that'• eomewhat dUrei"Oill 
-am.ldet unapoiled eountry-wbole•ome and cleh
eiou• foocl-.wimming in a dammed up brook
other •port•-for relasatloa and a real sood dme 
-ome to Tanglew..od-824·$26 per week. f4.SO. 
$5 per day. 

MARTHA BERLIN Tel. Woodotoek 14 F IS 
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e~ SIGHTS and SOUNDS · 
11TH IS IS THE ENEMY11 

Six Soviet directors, each with a style of his own, pool their talents to produce a remarkable film of a 

united people battling the Nazis. 

CREATING new forms to meet new needs, 
the Soviet film studios have combined 
brief dramatic episodes in such a way 

as to make a mass portrait of a people resisting 
the Nazis. This Is the Enemy~ at the Stanley 
Theater in New York, has brilliantly solved 
the problem besetting all our novelists, play
wrights, and screen writers; the problem of 
integrating a struggle of individuals against 
Nazis with the great struggle of all humanity. 
Most treatments have thinned out and over
simplified their material, have wasted time on 
false theatrical values; or, failing to imply the 
general fight in the personal one, have been 
forced to inject the war artificially by the 
clumsy method of making speeches about it. 
This Is the Enemy has none of these weak
nesses. Its five major episodes are short and 
sharp; they deal with ordinary human beings 
meeting individual dangers ; they spend no 
time editorializing. But the larger implications 
are all there, as vividly as a 500-page novel 
could present them, and far more vividly than 
any other film I have yet seen. 

In Poland a couple of well-fed Nazi officers 
resent having milk denied them in favor of a 
sick child, and send a Polish family to the 
firing squad. One, left for dead, drags himself 
to the Soviet frontier guards, recovers, and 
later has the joy of getting the well remem
bered Nazi murderer in front of his machine 
gun. In a field near Moscow a Nazi bomber 
is shot down ; the pilot, enormous and impos
ing as a "sup~rman" in his flying outfit, is 
s,tripped to his shirt and revealed as a hungry 
and cringing rat. In a shell hole a Soviet 
nurse is almost murdered by the treacherous 
Nazi whose wounds she is tending ; a wounded 
comrade saves her. In a small Leningrad room 
an old woman and her twelve-year-old grand
son outwit and capture an armed Nazi sabo
teur. In Yugoslavia a pair of young lovers 
are forced, in self-defense, to kill two brutally 
amorous Nazi soldiers. A hundred hostages 
are to be shot in revenge. Marched out of 
town and set to digging their own graves, the 
hostages suddenly use their shovels to attack 
and kill their executioners, then join the guer
rilla fighters in the hills. 

This is the material of This Is the Enemy~· 
the stuff of your daily newspaper, the stuff of 
life. Its diverse situations have been handled 
by six different Soviet directors, each with a 
style of his own; they occur all over Europe, 
they involve many different types of people
peasants, soldiers, intellectuals, young girls, 
little boys, grandmothers. Yet they form a 
harmonious whole as completely as the people 
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they describe have united in their resistance. 
The characterization of individuals, all 
through, is marked by the Soviet actor's power 
of creating an entire personality in ten seconds 
flat-a power explainable only by the fact 
that the Soviet actor is himself an integral 
part of the people. The Yugoslav lovers do not 
have to effloresce in passionate dialogue or 
stare dreamily into the camera to tell us that 
they are in love; walking down a street to
gether, they establish their devotion, their 
terror, their young courage. The affectionate 
old grandmother only has to glance up from 
her sewing with eyes grown suddenly sharp 
to show us why the Russian people are uncon
querable. 

The Soviet actors' portrayals of Nazis are 
not smooth, superficial villains ; the Nazis are 
gross and greedy animals or frightened ani
mals-still more, they are men conditioned to 
hate everyone, trust no one, snatch at what
ever they see, solve every problem by the sole 
means of murder. They are the end product 
of Nazi education. They are created as living 
characters in a few shots, because the Soviet 
writers and actors know not only the Nazi's 
present but also his past and his future. 

This Is the Enemy is a great film in so 
many profound ways that it seems hardly 
relevant to discuss the purely technical values 

of its photography, its cutting, even its music. 
These achieve what is the highest excellence 
of style in any art; you don't notice them, 
you are conscious only of watching reality. 
Completely subordinated to the film's content 
as it is, the photography is nevertheless good 
from its own standpoint of composition and 
clarity ; shots of actual fighting, cut in where 
necessary, are particularly effective. At one 
point the music emerges into the foreground 
and makes a satiric comment of its own; this 
is in the introductory cartoon, depicting the 
Nazi conquest of Europe, where the advanc
ing monster is accompanied by Prokofieff's 
Teutonic Knights battle music from A lex
ander N evsky. Dunayevsky and Kriukov did 
the rest of the score. 

"JUKE GIRL" seems to have been made as a 
proof that you can spoil anything. Though 
handicapped at the outset by its appalling 
title, the film gets under way as a presen
tation of the small farmer's fight against a 
great packing company. Joining with a migra
tory worker, a courageous Greek farmer of 
Florida determines to sell his produce in the 
open market instead of to the company. The 
misery of the workers' lives is savagely re
vealed in clever camera work; the strangle
hold of the packers is exposed; the solution, 

From "This Is the Enemy": This Pole's family is murdered by the Nazis for demanding milk for a sick child. 
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in organization of the farmers and migratory 
workers, is more than hinted. At this point 
Juke Girl pulls itself up short and takes a 
standing broad jump into a morass of plotting. 
There is much silly love stuff, a murder, etc. 
There is a happy ending too, of course. 

So Juke Girl, which started off as if to be 
another Grapes of Wrath, leaves a bad taste 
of Ann Sheridan in the mouth. The singu
larly desultory style of its acting, in which 
even the capable Ronald Reagan degenerates 
into just another limp juvenile, weakens its 
early power and matches_ all too well the 
anemia of its conclusion. There ought to be 
a special film museum for hopeful beginnings 
-and a special incinerator for their endings. 

Jov DAviDMAN. 

* 
T HIS is the summer time, when the barns 

go in for serious drama, and Broadway 
goes in for the barnyard. Traditionally, what 
opens along the main stem in this season may 
be a musical, a vaudeville show, or a pineapple
juice stand; but it cannot be a play. Ed 
Wynn's Laugh, Town, Laugh, certainly is 
not. It does not pretend to be. It is, however, 
lively and funny vaudeville; and it contains 
Red Army songs and Carmen Amaya. 

Vaudeville, it seems, is back. We used to 
think vaudeville pretty awful when we were 
a little child; but we have been through a 
lot since, as a movie reviewer and so on, and 
Laugh, Town, Laugh struck us as brilliant. 
All the old standbys are reunited; Smith and 
Dale reappear with the Dr. Kronkheit sketch 
that amused generations of Americans-and 
me. Acrobats do incredible things, keeping 
you continually wondering if they'll fall, 
which is the whole point of acrobats. Two • 
badminton champions play a game which had 
even this unathletic reviewer shrieking with 
excitement. Ensemble dancers are mercifully 
absent, and Ed Wynn, bless him, is conspicu
ously present. His exhibition of sharpshooting 
is pathetic and endearing, and in the inter
mission he comes out and fraternizes with the 
audience. 

The high spot of Laugh, Town, Laugh is, 
of course, the dancing of Carmen Amaya and 
her family. With practically no concessions 
to Broadway convention, Amaya gives us the 
passionate and unself-conscious gitano dances 
as Andalusia developed them. Her intensity is 
all the more effective for its contrast with the 
show's co-star, Jane Froman, a singer who 
immediately followed the ventriloquist's dum
mies and thus led to a certain natural con
fusion. With all the personality of a dish of 
lemon jelly, this young lady makes a soggy 
hole in the show. But there is plenty without 
her. A group known as the Volga Singers 
makes a sensation with Russian songs, includ
ing one which is presented as the newest Army 
song, written since the Battle of Kharkov. 
Nor will we ever forget Ed Wynn shouting, 
in excellent Russian, "Long live Stalin!" 

J. D. 
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"Magnificent! Nothing In the recent history 
of the American scrHn has prepared us for 
such power and beauty!" 

-NEW MASSES 

"One of the most exciting films of our 
time. ••• Demands the support of every 
liberty-loving, anti-fascist American!" 

IIIORLD, 49111 ST;~~.:. 
* * FIRST AMERICAN SHOWING * * 

Artkino Presents 

"THIS IS THE ENEMY 
(Episodes in the Peoples' War Against Hitler) 

Produced by Lenfilm Studios, Leningrad, lJ.S.S.R. 

2~e until 
... Noon 

-DAILY WORKER 

II v" !~.~~l:slaf" 
-PM 

Narration and Sona• b7 
PAUL ROBESON 

7th Week 

Special Added Attraction: 
.. YELLOW CAESAR" 

n (A Travesty on Mussolini) 
Pluo: * * Lateot Official U.S.S.R War Newo • • 

AIR COOLED 

STANLEY THEATRE 
Seventh Ave, bet, 41 & 42 Sto.-Wh. 7-9686 
25e to 1 P.M., except Sat., Sun. & Holiday1 

Late Show Sat, Night 

The Music Room Presents 
KEYNOTE RECORDING 

NEW RELEASE 
"Dear Mr. President ••• " 
war songs for Americans 

THE ALMANAC SINGERS 
Directed by 

EARL ROBINSON 
e Round and Round Hitler's Grave 
e Dear Mr. President • • • 
e Deliver the Goode e Side by Side 
e Belt Line Girl e Reuben Jameo 
Three records ................. -....................... -........ $2. 75 

KEYNOTE ALBUM No. Ill 

THE RED ARMY CHORUS 
o£ the U.S.S.R. 

6 Stirring Songa of the RED ARMY with eomplete 
English translations In 4 10 tneb Reeorda Ia deeo• 
rathe album-K. 103 f2.50 

The Union Shop 

133 W. 44th St., N. Y. C. LO 3·4420 
Open Evenings Mail Orden Filled Promptly 

REDUCE or GAIN 
KEEP FIT! 

r----------GYM----------~ 
SPECIAL BUDGET COURSES 

MEN--~515 monthly 
WOMEN-~J}O monthly 

(Separate Days) 

INDIVIDUAL EXERCISE - SWEDISH 
MASSAGE-POSTURE CORRECTION-
VAPOR BATHS- BICYCLES- WALK
ING MACHINES-- HANDBALL- PAD
DLE TENNIS - BODY BUILDING -
SOLARIUM--ROOF GYM-ETC. 

MODEST FEES 

GOODWIN'S GYM 
1457 BROADWAY, at 42nd STREET 

WIsconsin 7-8250 

RUSSIAN SKAZKA * Superlat!Te Ru.al!llaa aa.d 
Amerieaa Cubine * Sovlet·Amerleaa Reeordl•p 

DINNER, 75o 
Late Snacks 25o Beer & Wine 
17 BARROW STREET-CH 2·8124 

I RT to Christopher St. 
Ind. Subway to W. 4th St. 

~~ UN I V E R S I T Y 0 F L I F E " 
based on an autobiographical novel by Maxim Gorky 

also: young Soviet musical geniuses in 
~~BEETHOVEN CONCI!:RTO" 

Continuous from 10:30 A.M. till Midnight 
20<: to 2 P.M.- weekdays 

IRVING PLACE THEATRE !~~~~hp~~~ 
Benefit Block Tlcke,. al Reduced Prlce>-CR 6·9879 

COOKE'S Storage Warehous.e 
209-11 Bast 12Sth Street, New York aty 

Telephone• LEidp 4-0786 

• aoo Readen Uoe4 0111' llem.e 

• Eet. 1861 St1ciol rotu f• N- Jlou" RIIUIWI 

_Sf. LITTLE BLUE BOOKS 
"~uu 1JO.">LClll'd for our rr~ uuM.JOKUc. 
ThoUBIUlds fYf bargains. Address: 
HALDEMAN-JULIUS CO., Catalovue Dept., 

Desk M 958, GIRARD, KANSAS 

VICTORY FUND DRIVE 
FOR $40,000 

These are our deficlb-Wa are counting on you to 
do your part 

@··.- f!9 J Engravings 

~~~i!. 

lln>o•• Aitlcles 
~ r.:::~-
111 fftfi Iff 

Printing 

# Claude 

~Telephone 
~ A Telegraph 

-
Cockburn 
from 
Londo• .. ColoneiT. 

NEW MASSE5-461 Fourth Ave., 
N. Y. C., N. Y. 

Dear Editors: 

Enclosed please find ............... -······-······-· as my con· 
tribution towards meeting the deficit on ···-··-··-··--

Name ........ ·-···········-···-··-··············-··-·-··-··-··-·····--···-··--······· 

Address .. ·-······-··········-····-················-········-·········-·----·-············· 

City ...... ·-··-··-··-···-·--····-··-··-······-··-·-··-···State. .. - .. -.. -······-··· 
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CHINA'S CONTINUED RESISTANCE 
IS VITAL TO AMERICA! 

July 7 marks the fifth anniversary of 
China's resistance against the Japanese. 
Against seemingly hopeless odds, China 
is holding off a million savage invaders 
along a 2,000-mile front. 

and pestilence-ridden areas of the in
terior . . • the mighty heart of China 
beats bravely for liberty. 

In the trenches where men are fight
ing ••• in the homes and in the fields 

They're people like us ••• they make 
bad slaves but superb soldiers; like 
Americans, they do a lot of laughing 
and a lot of singing. They are our friends 

where millions are starving .•. 
in the numbing winds, in the 
hip-high muck of the waste
lands ••• in the bombed cities 

~nd allies, ,fighting our fight. 
·:hey need our help today. 
HOW ABOUT YOU? How 
much will you give? 

r--------------------------~ UNITED CHINA RELIEF, INC. 
I 1790 Broadway, New York City I 
1 Make checks payable to James G. Blaine, treas. 1 

To aid the stricken people of China, I subscribe toward the $7,000,000 United China 

I Relief goal, I 
I the sum of .............................. ································································································Dollars ( $ .......................................... ) I 

Name.............................. . ............................................... ·······································-················································································ 

I Street ...................... --·-·····································-······· ...................... ·· ···-··············--······ ········· ·········- ·· 1 

I ~ :t~·-·::··:·· ·:·:.·:~::.·:·:.·.~_:·:·:: ... : : .. :.:·:·:::·.:·.::::.~:::::.::~ .. ::·:_·_:·.~_:·:.:::·:.·::::.::::.:~.:-.:·_·_:··::·· _--.:~.-.·_-_-~_-_-_::·.:_:·.:·_-_-_-_-_~~~:~~-~::.-_-_-_-_~_:_::·_-~_-_-_~-~-.:·_-_--_-_:~-~::: ·:_-_ _-_-_ . -.. I 
L Contributions are deductible for income tax purposes in the mann.e r and to the extent J 

provided by law. 

--------------------------

Joseph E. Davies, Chairman of 
the President's Committee on 
War Relief Agencies - "For 
nearly five years the Chinese 
people have been fighting what 
has now proved to be our battle. 
United China Relief is thor· 
oughly deserving of our support." 

UNITED 
CHINA 

RELIEF 
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